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Section 1 - Introduction 
Section 1: Introduction 
An investigation into the viability of developing a unique microcontroller-based 
energy measurement technique and integrating it with the next generation consumer 
prepaid electricity utility meters is presented in this dissertation. A comparative 
analysis of various power and energy measurement techniques is also presented, as 
this provided the basis for developing the proposed solution. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
To conduct a comparative analysis of possible techniques for the implementation of 
On Chip Metering (OCM), and to develop a proposed solution based on the findings 
of the analysis. 
1.2 Definition ofOCM 
The CASHPOWER units from EML currently utilise a Toshiba MCU as the core of 
their operation. This device controls all aspects of the meter, including the LCD 
display, keypad scanning, the tokenless credit transfer encryption, etc, but does not 
conduct the actual energy measuring. It may prove viable to eliminate the metering 
ASIC and peripheral circuitry by conducting energy measurement directly onboard 
the MCU. This defines the essence of On Chip Metering (OCM). 
1.3 Background to OCM Project 
Pre-paid electricity metering solutions were introduced into both the local and 
international markets through Energy Measurements Ltd (EML), a joint venture 
partnership between Siemens and Spescom. Under the brand name CASHPOWER 
2000, EML produces single and polyphase prepayment utility meters, using a keypad 











Section 1 - Introduction 
are constantly seeking new production costs while ......... ., ......... 0 a 
quality. The OCM nr('lPI~T was proiPo:;ed as one IJv",,,.nv.,,, 
both these requirements. 
achieve 
1.4 Significance of Immediate Study 
n"'f'_n'~"r'l"lpl'1T meters currently produced by EML utilise a separate module for the 
energy. Should On Chip Metering (OCM) viable, EML 
can ""vr,,,,,,,1' a de(:::re,ase In lUa'UU1.a .... Lul 
quickly translates to an nf'1"p!'I(!P 
costs through a decreased COlmp,onent count, 
revenue collection. 
significance of the research for this report is that a COlmp'arGttn'e 
..".",,"' ... "' ... of possible OCM solutions and commercially available is 
phase of the project. ".E ........ ""'..,,,"'''' of the ..... ,,''''y. facilitating the 




• .-n ...... " .... testing COllOUlCte:o u .. "' ....... .., the viability 
1 Scope of Project 
Working in conjunction with a Design Team as stipulated 
by them, the scope of this dissertation is to: 
• investigate the l.UllUQ,U.l"lU,;U Hl, .. ny'U behind power and measurement 
• investigate and analysis of various power measurement 
techniques, ... "' ............ 1". COlmIterc;lalllj available solutions. investigation 
includes a comparative 
signal conditioning 
regulations. 
of such as 
...... ·"'.u"' ....... , cost, accuracy 
• investigate the viability implementing each of the 
MCU-based system for the purpose ofOCM 
• design and developed a proposed OCM solution, 
pro,ces:sor overhead, 
vv ... J .... nJ .. u"'''' with 1036 
__ ... ".,_. __ techniques on a 
a firmware algorithm 
and hardware ... ,.",1"l"\h 
• test the proposed 
specifications 
based on the findings of the investigation 











Section 1 - Introduction 
• compile a .... v •. ,uIJ,.'" report findings results 
1.6 Limitations of Project 
main HUJ.uaL ... ,"." of this included: 
• Time constraints. for OCM project began on approval of the project 
proposal in March 2000 and was to concluded February 200L 
• Financial constraints 
• access to appropriate testing equipment 
• .LJH.UH.\.,'-' access to techri.ical u."· .... ,, ...... (mainly Transaction Journals, the 
University Library, and Internet) 
• Limited consultation EML. With company In and 
investigatio~ conducted at the University of Cape communication with 
EML was to telephonic consultations and a single to the plant 











Section 2 - Power and Measurement Theory 
Section 2 • Power and Energy Measurement Theory 
chapter is twofold: (1) to some of the theory, 
"'Vj,''''''''~''' that are essential to measurement QI"T1r1£"> pnpT'OV and 
assumptions that 
effects of using these 
been made to use Institute 
International Electroctechnical Commission 
symbols as much as possible. Moreover, the 
.. " .......... , .. of power 
Engineers 
letter and 
belong to the 
nterna,tlOnal .... ""rpTri of Units (81). Unless otherwise ,nal,wU, InUIP1"("" letters are used 
as a function of time, and to rpnr..,,, •• n IrlstamtllmelDUS values of quantities that 
or current 
are used to represent either 
rpnirp~pnt complex values or vectors. 
GeIlott:~G explicitly by "."'''''' .. r·T1 
power 
voltage at any """",un.,,.,. with reStlect to 
"u.uv.","", ... v' ......... for example Va is 
as 
are indicated denoted by 
Vab refers to the voltage of node a 
respect to 
two nodes' 
""'''''''''1''1" to node b, where 
2.1 Mathematical analysis of power and energy 
measurement 
All me1mO(lS ........... .,"'ULJ'b both real and complex .... ""'11"'1" and correS]pOIllGlIllg energy 












Section 2 - Power and Energy Measurement Theory 
2.1.1 Power Analysis 
The following figure represents a power flow between two alternating voltage (AC) 
single-phase subcircuits: 
i 
Subcircuit 1 + 
v 
Subcircuit 2 
Figure 2.1 - Instantaneous power flow 
By definition{lj, the instantaneous power flow from subcircuit 1 to sub circuit 2 is: 
p(t) = v(t)i(t) [2.1] 
Ifv and i waveforms repeat with a time period ofT [sec] then the average power flow 
from subcircuit 1 to subcircuit 2 can be calculaed as: 
1 TIT 
Pave = - f p(t).dt = - f v(/)i(/).dl 
To To 
[2.2] 
In the below schematic, the voltage source represents subcircuit 1 of Figure 2.1 above, 
and subcircuit 2 is represented by a resistiveinductive load under steady state 
conditions. 
Figure 2.2(a) - Power flow circuit under steady state 
Disregarding line distortions, spikes and harmonics, the voltage and current signals 
present above are as follows: 
Vinst{/) = 5.v RMS cos(m.t) and tinst (t) = 5.1 RMS cos( m.1 - ¢) 
[2.3J 














Section 2 - Power and 
VandI may be calculated 
and IRMS = 
Since both these values vary sinusoidally with 
frequency, they can represented n a complex plane by means 
the rotating phasors to horizontal real axis, as shown in 
phasors rotate with an ..... ,"' ...... ' .... frequency ro, and are ref)re!;entea 
V = vtl° = and 1= Ie1tP 
r:;:-------_..,..-----................................... . 
l=IL-;P 
Figure 2.2(b) - Phasor representation of Signals in Figure 
Measurement Themy 




From this it is clear that nTn", ..... delivered to the load is ,.,v .................. ,",v •• .,.".u 
parts: an imaginary ... v.,u ...... 'u'"" ... 
component arising 
definition[l]. the '"'v.u ... , .... "" 
s=vt= 
The magnitude of this (in 
S=VI 
the imaginary a 
from the source to the load is: 
VI(!tP [2.6] 
the apparent power, as follows: 
[2.7] 
The real average power (in watts) is ................. , ... as: 
p cos <P [W] [2.8] 
which is expressed as a product of the rms and current component 
in Figure 2.3(b). = I cos t/J, which is the component 
, only Ip (=1 cos t/J) is reS1Don,Sl 
phase component, Iq. The om:-OI-Dn 
volt-amp ere-reactive ). 
current 
6 
and not the v .... ,,-........ -










;::;eCiuon 2 - Power and Measurement Theory 
Defining the complex powerS = + jQ and using Equations 2.6 and 
results in: 
above. this 
With the sign of 
Figure 2.2(a) 
load 
Q = VI sin rjJ [V AR] [2.9] 
lag</> as Equation 2.3, inductive load shown in 
of</>. In accordance with Equation 2.9. an inductive 
vars. Co.nversely a capacitive load draws negative, or 
positive vars to electrical source. 
For the of power .... "', ... "' ..... "' ... "' ... for OCM. physical significance oIS', and 
Q as individual components are disregarded, however together they constitute the real 
which the rate of useful work being as well· as 
.... n'..,"" ... losses. 
2.1.2 Energy Analysis 
for Utility Providers to bil consumers according to 
respective tariff schemes, it is to measure energy consumption of each 
consumer. South Africa, the majority of household consumers are billed on a 
basis according a Flat Rate as opposed toa Of Use or Peak 
Usage Scheme. . 
This ntrclduces the need an integral record (in watt-hours or kilowatt-hours) of the 
real power with respect 
given period as follows: 
which aerlOU:S the total energy expenditure over a 
Ta 
Energy ~X'pel1laltur = f P.dt [Wh] or [kWh] 
o 
Ta represents the billing period. [2.10] 
This scheme also employed prepaid services, the exception that 
tokens are used to the prepaid credit and energy expenditure assessed at 











Section 2 - Power and Energy Measurement Theory 
2.2 Power, Energy and RMS measurement using discrete 
values 
The power and energy calculations defined in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are true only 
for continuous voltage and current signals. The evaluation of these values by analogue 
means is therefore legitimate. However, as part of the scope of On Chip Metering, the 
power and energy calculations need to be performed using digital means. The power 
and energy calculations must thus be performed using discrete sampled values of the 
continuous voltage and current signals. 
For the purpose of this derivation, the following assumptions have been made: 
.. Sampling is instantaneous i.e. sample time is zero seconds 
.. Concurrent sampling is possible i.e. no phase delay exists between concurrent 
samples 
.. Quantisation error is zero i.e. sampling resolution is assumed to be infinite 
.. A unity power factor exists, and all noise, harmonics and line distortions have 
been disregarded 
The influence of harmonics, line distortions and non-unity power factors on the below 
power calculations is discussed in Section 2.3. The effects of the former assumptions 
are discussed separately within each of the relevant sections of this report. 
According to Equation 2.2, the real average power in a system may be calculated by 
averaging the instantaneous power over some time period. By definition [2] the 
mathematical equivalent of the integration operation in this equation is as follows: 
1 T 1 co 
Pave(real) == - fv.i .dt == - L>\t.vn·in 
ToT n=O as At--.. 0 
[2.11] 
Where At is the time between adjacent discrete values ofv and i. For a finite number 
of samples and sample period, N and At respectively, the above results in an 
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[2.12] 
Thus the real average power in a system may be approximated from N number of 
discrete samples of the voltage and current signals over a time period of T. Since L\t is 
defined by T and N, the value of L\t is simply _1 . Thus Equation 2.12 is reduced to: 
T N 
[2.13] 
This has the same effect as low-pass filtering a digital signal representing 
instantaneous power to provide average, or real, power information. The smaller the 
number of samples the voltage and current's multiplication is averaged over, the 
closer this equation relates to the instantaneous power. 
Similarly, the line RMS voltage and current may be calculated using discrete values 






Again, for a finite number of samples, this simplifies to: 
1 N 2 
V RMS:::::: -:L(vJ and 
N n=O 
as L\t-" 0 
[2.14J 
2.3 Influence of non-unity power factors and nonsinusoidal 
signals 
2.3.1 Non-unity power factor influences 
The power factor in a system is a measure of the ratio of real power to apparent 
power[l]. For sinusoidal waveforms, it may be calculated as cos cj>. The method used to 
extract the real power information from the instantaneous power signal as defined by 
Equation 2.l3 is still valid even when the voltage and current signals are not in 
phase [3]- This can be seen by relating Equations 2.8 and 2.13: 
1 N 
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low filtering process denoted by the above relationship is clarified 
2.3(a) and 2.3(b). 
Instantaneous 
Current 






Instantaneous Power Jor PF =1 
Current 
2.3(b) Real Power inJormationJrom Instantaneous Power Jor PF == 0.5 
2.3(a), the real average power given by ..., .... ' ... 'UIVU. is simply V x I, 
.the power is zero. In Figure 2.3(b) this is Vxlx cos 60°, The 
real ... n''' ...... .. "1", ..... , by Equation 2.13, has 
"e"".,. ... O~6"~"" and provides a 
10 
low-pass 
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Validity of power calculation in the presence of harmonic 
distortions 
power calculation method also holds 
wavefonns[3]. 
hannonic 
voltage and current wavefonns in 
to some extent, usually the 
current and 
""v."",,,,,. applications will 
v ............ to a lesser 
The introduction of these distortions be attributed to several factors, 
though mainly ........... " .. "'.u U'VU-"U'''''''' loads, as switch-mode supplies and 
inductive loads. of distortion voltage or current IS 
quantified by means Total Hannonic (THD). 
the "''''''.LV',lH theorem, instantaneous 






v(t) = Vo + v(t)t + v(t) h 
Instantan,eollS voltage 
or average value 
v(t) 1 is the fundamental (line frequency) voltage component 
or in tenns 
where: 
component of hannonic h 
RMS values: 
v(t) = Vo + X Vh x sin(hau x ha) 
v(t) is the instantaneous 
Vo is or average 
Vh IS nns value hannonic h 
ha is phase angle hannonich 
Similarly, 
00 

















",,,r'nnn 2 - Power and Energy Measurement 
where: 
i(t) is the instantaneous voltage 
10 is the DC or value 
i(t)J is the fundamental (line frequency) current component 
i(t)h is the current component ofharmonich 
also, 
x sin( hm.t x hP) [2. 17(b)] 
where: 
i(t) is the instantaneous current 
10 is the DC or average value 
Ih is the rms value of the current harmonich 
the phase of the current harmonich 
Assuming that no component exists in either the current or voltage waveforms 
and using Equations 16(b) and 2. 17(b), the real powerP can also be expressed in 






x 11 cos (/JI and 18] 
(/JI = a1 - P1 (i.e. phase angle for the fundammtal power) 
00 
:2:Vh xlh cos(htjJ) and [2.19] 
/1,01 
tjJh=ah-ph (i.e. the phase angle the harmonic real power) 
seen from Equation 19, a harmonic real power component 
harmonic, provided that particular both 
generated 
voltage 
and current waveforms. The power factor calculation been shown to be accurate 
in the case of a pure sinusoid by Equation 2.15, and therefore the harmonic real power 
must correctly account by the Fourier Transform Theorem 











Section 2 - Power and Energy Measurement Theory 
For the same reason, the power calculation is also valid for current and voltage 
waveforms with harmonic components. Moreover, if the voltage waveform is 
assumed to be purely sinusoidal, the current components at harmonic frequencies do 
not contribute to the average real power, as stated in Section 2.1. 
The number of harmonics accounted for by sampling is dependent on the voltage and 
current channel bandwidths. These in tum are dependent on the respective sampling 
frequencies, and are further discussed in the relevant OeM technique sections. 
2.4 Definition of System Error 
The respective errors described in this report are calculated as follows: 
Error[%] = True Value - Measured Value 
True Value 
x 100 [%] 
,where the True Value denotes that value measured by the reference testing 
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Section 3 - Microcontroller Considerations 
purpose of this chapter is to highlight several key 
OCM implementation. The present "-''' .... 1.I.LL 
operate using a Toshiba MCV as the core component other 
than measurement. These, however, do not contain an onboard 
which primary feature required for OCM. Consequently, have chosen to 
use the Hitachi MCV for the purpose of implementing OCM, should it 
on reslea1t:h to this device contains all the 
OCM. 
Team from EML is based in Isando • ............. "' .. F.. SUP1Dort 
access to their particular technical equipment, including any "nn'u,,,,r .. 
this reason, it was decided that the OCM algorithm and 
prototype be developed on the Motorola 68HC908GP32 Microcontroller 
(MCV) using the Motorola M68ICS08GP In-Circuit Simulator Kit, which 
kindly made available by MotonM. The developed firmware was designed to 
independently from the existing metering software, as a stanealone module. 
Motorola 
MCV functionality; the LCD display driver, credit token encryption, 
.... "'~''"F.'"1''' ... and implemented by IML. 
to be used the final OCM product, should it prove viable, the 
as stipulated by The architectures of this device and of the 












Section 3 - Microcontroller COlrlSi<lera,tiollS 
actual data recorded using the Motorola In-Circuit Simulator. The inputwas varied 
b~tween the ADC reference of 0.001 V to 4.933Vwith approximately 5 % 
increments to a total of 21 
Dyn Quantisation Error 
Aetuallnput Voltage [V] 
:U :... A graphical representation of the actual8-bit ADC dynamic error 
From this data it that a error is introduced when registering the lower 
range input voltages. Theoretically. an ADC should be capable of 
.-, an input voltage of 0.39 % of the maximum reference rail, using Equation a 
rPt",o.rP'''f'Pvoitage of 4.933V this caresponds to the Motorola ADC detecting a 
minimum voltage ofO.019V. However, as empirically, the actual registered 
value for voltages as low as this will in all probability contain a error. 
Conversion times of the MCU ADCs are both software adjustable. The Motorola 
ADC determined as follows: 
Conversion time = 
ADC frequency 
Motorola stipulates that optimum accuracy clock speed of the should be 
around lMHz, though higher values may used. Using value, the minimum 











Section 4 - Investigated Techniques 
Section 4: Investigated Techniques 
The various power and energy measurement techniques investigated are presented in 
this section. 
4.1 Digital Wattmeter Using a Sampling Method. 
The data presented in Section 4.1 is a review on a paper by R. S. Turgel entitled 
"Digital Wattmeter Using a Sampling Method" [4]. 
4.1.1 Overview 
The system described by Turgel measures average (real) power by sampling voltage 
and current at predetermined intervals and integrating them numerically. This method 
differs from those available prior to the release of the paper, which included 
electrodynamic, electrostatic, thermal, and Hall effect wattmeters, all of which make 
use of analog multiplication of current and voltage performed by a physical process. 
The response of the system agrees with that of a standard wattmeter within 0.02% 
from DC through to 1 kHz, with the exception of zero power factor measurements. 
This method is in accordance with the theoretical analysis in Section 2.2 of this report. 
4.1.2 Methodology 
The fundamental equation for calculating the average electric power is 
I T 
P = - fvi.dt 
To 
[4.1.1] 
F or sinusoidal quantities, T, is chosen to be a multiple of the period of v or I [4J, 
T =!!... 
f 
where n is a positive integer andfis the input frequency. 
[4.1.2] 
The method proposed by Turgel is directly related to this formula. Instantaneous 











4 - Investigated Techniques 
measurements the !lJ'\'''''r<llrr", power is computed "".F> ..... lU ... tU ..... "".,.. Because the 
number of measurements isnecessarily finite, the of Equation 4.1.1 is 





In Equation 4.1.2 over which the integration is related to the peri<al 
of the voltage or current Similarl y, the taken foJiV samples must 
such that the interval sampres B an the period, and all 
such intervals must be equal to one another[4]. It has that under these 
conditions that with at per cycle, the summation will theoretically 
exact. In practice, more are needed to reduce "'++ ....... + ... of random noise and 
fluctuations in sample ,," .. A.ULF>. Moreover, samples must at definite ikrvals 
not at random. "'''''''.L'''V''' "'" ..... " .. j''''' does not produce rapid convergence in the 
numerical is therefore not high accuracy 
measurement. 
In order to determine samples would "'YU"..,'" a ........ ,"- measurement of 
good accuracy (below 0.5%), Turgel utilised a computer simulation of the 
measurement process. study took into account the of input noise, timing 
uncertainty, presence of harmonics, and errors due to finite resolution. The known 
of the by Equations 4.1.1 and 4.1 was compared with 
computed 4.1.3. The tolerance was set 100 
and the presence of noise with a peak 100 ppm was postulated. 
this study, Turgel drew mllowing conclusions: 
.. Not more than 5 sample points in total are 
.. A timing uncertainty of SOns is tolerable (for 




the timing base period 
frequencies up to 
errors is proportional to the 
the period of the input 
.. A resolution cOITe~;pondlngto 15 bits for the measurea values of current and 
voltage is 
.. The sampling 
10kHz. 
for the stipulated output error (0.02% at fuB scale input) 











Section 4 - Investigated Techniques 
4.1.3 System Hardware 




Sample and Hold AID Converter 
AID Converter 
4.1: Functional aiar:rr{)'m of the digital wattmeter 
4.1.3.1 '-" .... UK .. Conditioning 
The current is constructed bifilar 




is obtained from a two-stage S(eD-(]lO~m 
with a 200-1 ratio which has negligible ratio and phase COITe(~tIc'ns. 
are used, one for the frequency range of to 400 
for 400 to 2000Hz. The secondary voltage is 0.5V. 
Pream plifiers 
""F,c"""" are fed into high-impedance 
the shunt output and transfonner secondary to work "'o~."' .... "'. 
is fixed at a nominal value of 13.5 and is 
gain raises the 0.5V inputs to the level required 
OV peak. An important consideration is to ensure 
",,,LU,,,,,U"',,,,,:> introduce the same phase shift respectively. 1 
the two was less than 600lJ.rad. Moreover, 
."n,u-..... ",o d:Ltterences in phase shift can be cancelled by 
with two cn~mnlels interchanged. 
19 
both 




















Section 4 - Investigated 
4.1.3.3 Timing Pulse Generator 
A critical part measurement process is of the sampling. This is 
brought a relationship with means ofa . 
circuit, as 1. Part signal is fed to a 
impedance amplifier with common mode rejection which acts as 
a buffer to analog measuring circuit the digital circuitry. The 
amplifier gain is ,",",.I"'"''' so that the phase lock will work reliably over an input 
range from 0.1 to 1.0 
The frequency 





The subharrnonic is obtained by means of a binary 
manually selectable These range from a 
timing pulse """" ....... ..,. operates over a band from 
generated by the setting (512) 
for instance, 
is 
in a phase .,,,, .. .,n< 
" ...... ".<'" timing pulse oscillator .. 
divider which has 9 
4 to 512. Therefore, since 
to 40kHz the 
40 to 80Hz. It follows that, 
cycle, 
an input of cycle. however, 
operate at the rate consistent with phase-lock requirements 
from 20kHz to '-VJL'U..LLJ. 
There is a tradeoff capture range and stability phase-lock circuits. Since 
this application stability is overriding importance. circuits have 
selected to provide As a consequence is fairly tHI1'"t'A'l1ll 
,nAl ... ,,,'r for 40Hz and requires no 
trimriling to a lock. 
4.1.3.4 Analog-to-Digital l1cLJ''',,,, 
outputs of the .... ,."',"" ......... 1 are fed to two parallel SIH and captured 
........ 1-','''' ... are held long ""LA,J ...... .. AID conversion. The two ''''''' ..... 'lLA!''. digital 
numbers are then to a common I5-bit parallel 












It avoids the additional errors introduced by analog multiplex switching circuits 
through noise and 
The IS-bit output of the 
containing 
as a two's complement 
1 sign bit. The nominal 
therefore 
is 
around 15 I-ls, t'ln'JlfP1lfPr settling times to transfer 
the output data, a UUHll,U ..... ,U 
maximum throughput rate is 








only 15 bits, a 16-bit nrolces,sOI is sufficient to handle the 
.... "' ...... ,,'" the input data is multiplexed, 16th bit of the computer-
as a channel indicator. The was linked to a 
...... "'''"''un, outputs. 
All routines were written by Turgel in assembly ... uo ... , .. o.... integer 
arithmetic. technology available the (1974) the time 
for a typical power measurement was around I SeC;Oll!Cl. Specifics regarding the 
various were not published. 
Certain diagnostic checks are peltolme:d with each power 
include a test channel number, the 
mmemory, for clipping of the ., ..... LtJL"' .... 
an input voltage v ... " .. u"", .... "V'UU"LLLL range. 
4.1.5 Measurement Procedure 
possible, measurement relied on external standards to 
Oel)enlOelnt of such circuit as drift, offset, gain and mt~~rnl:U f<::terenc:e 
source For each update of the measured power the following nrCICe!iS 
place: 
• starts with a 
...... >L.n"L to analog ground. 
retiere1nce to subsequent 
where the inputs are '"'Vlll1 .... "' .... ' .... VIa a 











Section 4 - Investigated Tp('hninn, .. <;: 
.. Next is the "calibration 
within a few parts per un,,,.,,'u 
512 readings on each ch,mn,el 
are used to compensate for a 
a reference source stable to 
measurements are the <I""·,..,,,r, .. of 
the response of the 
ADe combination. 
data. 
IS as a gain correction reference for sut)seQuc~nt 
• 512 Samples of voltage and current are then taken and stored in memory as 
previously described. 
.. The appropriate 
depending on the 
.. The power vaJ, ..... u,taU,vil IS 
constants from the first two steps is 
value and the measurement channel. 
using Equation 4.1.3 as previously 
system output (a Teleprinter) and the .. The 
It is assumed that 
parameters "'''''''')0,''' 




.. "'J., .. j ........ ,L.., amounts, and that 
of the amplifiers and .n,,L.'''-'''' [4]. 
To investigate pelrto:rm:anc:e of the system, Turgel made measurements 
companson an electrodynamic wattmeter. Table 4.1 below ---r----.; 
obtained for two of input frequency at nominal inputs 100V A 
was not provided. 
Difference from Comparison Standard Uncertainty of 
Comparison Standard (% Standard (% of full 
of full scale scale 
0.014 Wattmeter 0.01 
-0.004 rmsa 0.005 
0.D18 Wattmeter 0.02 
0.014 Wattmeter 0.02 
60 0.008 Wattmeter 0.02 
-0.018 rms. 0.005 
0.5 lead 0.018 Wattmeter 0.02 
0.010 Wattmeter 0.02 
Table 4.1: Resultsfor the system taken IUU",n:UIf:: input 
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It was found that certain test instruments, such as oscilloscopes, when attached at 
critical points modified the system response because of loading, ground loops, or 
pickup[4J. Furthermore, under some conditions the sensitivity of the null meter used to 
compare the inputs of the phase-lock circuit was insufficient for optimum adjustment 











Section 4 - lnvestl;gau:a 'Pf'hn"""p,, 
4.2 Digital Sampling Laboratory Wattmeter 
The Section 4.2 is a rp""pUf of all presented in a A.C. 
"Digital ............ I"'.uFo. Laboratory [6]. 
4.2.1 Overview: 
The sampling wattmeter described by et al in this "''''''''.'V'' is based on 
the vVU.""VIJ pioneered by Turgel discussed Section I. 
k", ... ",'tA',",' multifunction wattmeter described uses two I5-bit ADCs and 
an overall power measurement accuracy 0.015% of applied volt-amperes 
at mains frequencies over 100mA to 100A 5-100V. 
digitized """',"J" ... " current and 
vetornls and, if the correct sampling strategy is relatively few ""'''''IJ''''''' per 
waveform cycle are required [6]. An inherent advantage of this system is that the 
digital mUltiplication gives complete independence between the current voltage 
channels, allowing each to calibrated independently. 
This is in accordance theoretical analysis discussed in Section 
4.2.2 Configuration' 
The block diagram as Figure system 
was performed an 8085-based computer. Two 
respective conditioning were used to the required channels 
with external I5-bit ADCs. These compnse a 
voltage ....... '"' ..... "'. and current-to-voltage converter for the voltage and 
respectively. gains are automatically switched by so that 
signal are within the input ADCs. 
The two are simultaneously oo,"'r".'" at a sampling interval previously 
determined by the processor. The sanlplc~s from each converter are multiplied .vz;'" .... ..,. 












Section 4 -lnvlestl:gatf~d Techniques 
During acquisition and subsequent pf()CeSslng, checks are to ensure that the 
signals fall within defined level and limits. Checks are on 
..... ""'l1""'n£''' stability before the results are -'~'''-J 
The ~"U"'o mt'OmtlatlOn from which the is detennined is 
of the voltage signal. is not detected, the zero 
checks for 
until the 





4.2: Basic configuration of digital <>".ff,WIS"X: wattmeter 
4.2.3 Digital Sampling Technique 
The average nrnXf ... r ..... '.. ., .... 
and this may be 








,where Vi and Ii are samples of voltage and 
[4.2.2] 
time. The samples may over m periods (m an t'nT,"'""" 
equally spaced in 
allowing the sampling 
this are: interval to be accordingly. The conditions 
1) the sampling must occur over an integral uu,:uV'''' ve14:mnls, and 











Section 4 - Investigated Techniclues 
With these two conditions, the IS 
is an mtlege:r 
for nalm(mH~S except 
n"".,,,,, .. tenns arise from 
harmonics V p Iq the voltage and current wavefonns '"''''~ .. v" ....... to produce 
power components at the (p+q/h and harmonics. m and n have no 
factors in common, errors are limited to voltage-current 
...... ,uv.". of sanlDlces p-q IS an 
considerably 
multiple of n. Thus 
the number 1J"" . .1V'''''' sampled 
wherep+q or 
period, n, is 
only the 
order harmonics k, which may be ,",v",,.,,,,,,,.,,,'u. negligible, contribute to the system 
error. 
For low values of n, however, errors not be negligible, 
waveforms are or if a de present on one wavefonn while 
other contains .... ".." ..... '''''''~".~ distortion. 
addition to the measurement, a .. .. -' ...... ' ..... measurement "'''I-''''U'1''], is also 
provided. Whenever is processed the is read and the last 
measurement update is computed. The is multiplied by power 
measurement added to the accumulated watt-hour "1"'a."".u", ... ,"",,~, This 
remams "''''''''''U''~''''J constant between updates which 
be up to 2 ... ""'"'v." ..... depending in frequency. 
4.2.4 Analogue Signal Conditioning 
et al is shown in 
4.3. low ranges are provided the voltage and 
selectable by choice appropriate input The voltage are 
lOOV and O-lOOOV, and current ranges are O-lOOA. Once the or 
low inputs have been the microprocessor automatically 
"1-'., ....... ,"',. gain setting for the voltage and current gain are 
the voltage the current precision 
are selected by means solid-state switches a way that switch 
npl'tpI'tU\1"\C:: have no influence. calibration is 
<'t'\t"h.,"' .. e> trimmers are not and the instrument can 
without track of the lOfU!-lrenn calibration 
26 
























TWO STAGE CURRENT TRANSFORMER 
4.3: .. " ... w" 
Corney, A. Pul1man, R. (1987) 
Instrumentation and Me:asllIernel1lt, 





--3......,..--,--~ TO CURRENT AOC 
~TEST. t+, OUTPUT 
OUTPUT 




COI1QUlOnmfl circuitry for Laboratory Wattmeter 
lSarnplmgLal,or.atoJry Vlrattmeter," IEEE Trnnsactions on 
Amplifier .t\ as a current pump which performs the dual role of inj 
correct current 
providing a 
switch AJ. irrespective of the switch 




provides accurate current scaling factors of 40: 1 and 400: 1. The transformer 
secondary current is passed into a current-to·voltage converter comprising amplifier 
nnl;UPT DOlJstC~r and the switch selectable gain resistors. the 
instrument from overloads and transients are shown. 




resistor. To minimise wideband noise, the 
matched. passive. singly terminated, ;Jpole, low-pass 
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The number of cycles m over which the samples are taken was set at 7 to allow 
sufficient time between samples at the upper frequency limit of 1kHz. The technique 
chosen for the generation of the sampling pulses was to measure the period between m 
successive positive-going zero crossings and calculate the interval min. This value is 
then loaded into a presttable down counter which generates a sampling pulse at each 
underflow. 
The necessity for accurate sample timing has been pointed out [7] and the effect of 
imprecise sample timing due to finite sampling interval resolution, termed the 
"truncation error", has been analysed by Stenbakken [8]. To quantify the truncation 
error for the chosen configuration, assume a nominal sampling interval of Tmln. Now 
introduce a one-half clock-cycle timing error e such that the true sampling interval is 
between Tmln and Tmln(1 ±e ). Following Stynbakken's analysis and assuming that 
sampling starts one sampling interval after a voltage zero crossing, an expression for 
the maximum truncation error is obtained as a fraction of the volt-amperes and is 
given by 
sin(2lZ".m.&) ( ( 1 )J 
er = n.Sin(2:.m rCOS ¢+2:r.m -;;-8 [4.2.3] 
where <I> is the phase angle between the voltage and current waveforms. For this case 
with a clock frequency of 9.216 MHz, the timing error e is ± 1.1 x 10-5 for a 
waveform period of 20ms. 
The maximum truncation error for m = 7 and n = 29 is, therefore, ± 0;0015 % and 
occurs at a phase angle of 93°. The truncation error at unity power factor is ± 0.001%. 














16-bit counter Overflow counter 
(software) 
Clock 
4.4: Sampling pulse generator 
+n + stability check 
(software) 
I 6-bit +n counter 
(hardware) 
at 9.2 are gated to a 16-bit hardware counter exactly m=7 
of the ac-coupled signal. counter permitted to overflow during this 
ADC 
pulses 
occurs is recorded the software. The resultant 
count is an integer given Noverflow x + residual This is by to 
give sampling intervaL If the sampling interval exceeds allocated 16 the 
frequency is deemed too and no takes This corresponds to 
a lower frequency of 34 from the values of nand m. Otherwise the 
sampling interval is tested stability by repeating the measurement. two 
consecutive results a 16-bit counter is loaded with sampling 
next positive-going zero of the voltage This 
counter is "'.v ........... , ... at 9.2 from the same clock used to measure period. 
this strategy ensures that the sampling interval is insensitive to drifts 
clock frequency and that the first sample is always close to one sampling after 
a 
samples 
voltage zero crossing. It 
cycle n is regardless 
ensures that the same 












error budget measured by Corney et IS ~.~ ..... ~. J 
seen that the overall uncertainty at unity power 
Section 4 Investigated Techniques 
as Table 4.2 where it can be 
is 0.0138% up to 400Hz. 
Error (parts in 104 of measured power) 
PF 1 and f == 40 400Hz 
ACIDC signal transfer 1.0 
Linearity and adiustment of voltage ranges 0.5 
Linearity and adjustment of current ranges 0.5 
Noise and quantisation effects, 0.6 
Taken for a single reading 
Sample timing error 0.2 
Phase match between channels N/A 
RMS Total uncertainty 1.38 ( 0.0138%) 
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4.3 Digital Power Metering Manifold 
The data presented in Section 4.3 is a brief review on a subsection a paper by 
and M.l Devany entitled "Digital Power Manifold,[9]. this paper, 
Young et al present a distributed approach to JDwer metering on mUltiple branch circuits 
supplied a common distribution panel. Although the bulk of the concerns a 
master-slave design in the distribution of data a multiple power measurement system, a 
to information the current study is included. 
4.3.1 RMS-Value Calculating Algorithm 
et al present a method of measuring the RMS value sampled signal that 
inherently compensates any offsets in the signal. To summarise, iN sampled dataxo, 
X2, ..• , XN-l are acquired from a signalX' containing a non-zero the RMS value 
of the signal X is given by 
::::: 
[4.3.1] 
where O'x is standard deviation andGx is scale factorto convert computation result 
of a set of digital samples to the signal's rms value. The factorSTvand for calculating 
rms voltage current, respectively, are 
[4.3.2] 
where V rms maxand Irms max are maximum rms ratings associated with or current 
measurement system andB is the number of bits of the AID converter. two terms in 
Equation 4.3.2 above effectively scale the sampled data from integer samples to real 
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4.3.2 Real Power Calculation 
Young et al also present a real power "' .... , ...... " ... 
samples of voltage signals Va, VI, V2," " "' VN-l 
acquired at the same sampling instants, then 
that compensates for signal offsets. If N 
"''''J'~'''J,'' ""'E>U"U'" it, i2, i3, ... , iN-J are 
nrHll<>rp is calculated using Equation 
Equation 2.15 as follows: 
= 
tenns 
means of the 
prurenth<::slS represent mean of the 
and current samples reSDe<;tp,re [9)-
a 
"""H'llr"tYI,"'"T method described by 
for ""''''HU."" factors when converting 
Lv ............. " errors introduced through offset components 
lU""""".VU of the latter tenn, VZ, ensures that any I"\TT"ATC' 
measured power. Young et al used this as an 
one or both of the input channels. An inherent 
current samples, as well as the 
the sampling sequence. 
HPF """,(\11"",,,,, an associated phase shift 
is not the case 
is 
[4.3.3] 
products .of the 
in that it 
nu",F'>"" values, 
input signals. 
.... r" ....... UJ do not 
to ImlJlelnelltlIllg 
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4.4 Design of a Microprocessor-Based digital Wattmeter 
The Section 4.4 is a review on a 
a Microprocessor-Based 




et present a microprocessor-based implementation a sampling wattmeter. 
The measurement process is two First, microprocessor measures the 
voltage period and computes the sampling interval number of required 
samples. measurement of average n"",'''''''' then takes 




ac(:unlulated over the meastlrelnellt The sum is 
scaled, and read out as a ""-L.lJ t<:. .. display 
of better 0.5% was .... ~" .. nvu. 
power measurement method is based on described Turgel [4J. 
The developed by Hill ei al uses a ULU,UUl.,-UU "'ULl'UH'~" from which to 
VVl'UIJ .. 'V average an input of a of65 are 
~eCl[lOn 4.4.4. 
The """"rPTTl described au,'UU\"ua full-scale accuracy of better 0.5%. 
4.4.2 System Hardware 
A system diagram 
M68000 8-bit processor 
"U'vLU.O were added. 
vi real 
""I"l'IT<;: as Figure 4.5. was based on a Motorola 
which an 8 x 8 bit hardware mUltiplier and analog input 























4.5: MCU-based system block diagram 
Voltage ~.,.., .. _.~ rep,resentmg load current and line voltage are 
circuitry. are used to enable concurrent 
inputs. are presented to a single 12-bit (11 bits + a 
sequential u. ... "u.''''. an analog multiplexer. A zero-crossing circuit· 
inputs the provides a digital edge to with 
An amplitude sensing circuit is to disable the 
measurement ...... 1'.,,"",,'" of the inputs exceeds the range. 
To uu"uU''"uu syrlcnrorusrn, all peripherals are under 
gain and 
jJV"""'UVl.U""''-'''' are provided in the "" ..... VF<. 
consist of independent offset 
adjustment for the ADC. 
34 
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4.4.3 System Operation 
The wattmeter measurement process developed by Hill et al is depicted by Figure 4.6 
below. 
Start 
Set microprocessor to interrupt mode 
Measure time between two successive negative 
going zero crossing interrupts 
Compute the number of samples N 
Compute the time between successive samples Ts 
Start data input routine on a zero voltage , 
Input digital words from sampled data 




Compute average power 
Display value 
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The sampling frequency must be selected such that N sampling pairs are equally 
spaced over the measurement interval [10]. This is achieved by ensuring the sampling 
frequency is locked to the input signal frequency. The zero-crossing detector is used 
to interrupt the microprocessor while executing a count program. The time between 
two interrupts is evaluated and this represents the period of the voltage waveform. 
The number of samples N and the measurement interval T are then computed. 
Sample pairs are then read in from the ADC, multiplied together using the hardware 
multiplier, and ,the result added to the cumulative store before a further pair of 
samples is taken. After N sample pairs have been taken, the average value is 
computed, scaled, and displayed as a digital readout of average power. 
4.4.4 Power Measurement Algorithm 
The measurement of average power is based upon a multiple interrupt driven system. 
An interrupt vector originating from the negative-going zero-crossing condition 
initiates the start of the measurement cycle. Initially the periodic time of the input 
signal must be obtained using a software-based timer. Provided that the input signal 
frequency is within the range of the instrument, the next interrupt from the same 
source enables the periodic time to be computed. The number of samples N required 
can then be obtained from the relationship 
. [NcTc] c: N . N = mt T, lor an mteger [10] [4.4.3] 
where Nc is the count between two successive interrupts, Tc is the count cycle time, 
and Td is the cycle time of the data input routine. If the value N is found to be less 
than 30, then the measurement interval is increased by the periodic time of the input 
signal and the number of samples recalculated. This process is repeated until N ~ 30. 
The ratio 2M is then tested and ifthe result is an integer, the measurement interval is 
N 
increased by the periodic time of the input signal while maintaining the same number 
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For this 1 
input 
of Jls)/N] + IJlS[lO] [4.4.4] 
corresponding to each ................. "'.., are converted to unsigned 
of each pair is then obtained in 
vu, ..... u partial products and U"~''''UU,'''JlUJ;; 
to an accuracy of 16 bits. 
cumulative store depending on the 
'J 
the number 
corresponding sampling period 





Table 4.3: Number of samples, sampling period 
stnlm(mt, an accuracy of 




to produce a result which is 
to, or subtracted 
......... ""v""' .... ~ ... , .... with each pair 
to average power, 
measurement period for three 
Samnlino period Measurement 





or ±(the least 
ru".,pr measurements. At 
input 
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4.5 Fuzzy Based Adaptive Digital Power Metering Using a 
Genetic Algorithm 
The data in Section 4.5 is a review on a paper by c.H. Kung, M.l Devaney, and C.M. 
Huang entitled "Fuzzy-Based Adaptive Digital Power Metering Using a Genetic 
Algorithm" [II]. 
4.5.1 Overview 
Kung et at describe a fuzzy-based, adaptive approach to the metering of power and 
RMS voltage and current employing a genetic algorithm. The fuzzy-based adaptive 
metering engine adjusts the number of points per cycle to be processed and the 
location of these points. Adjustments are based on the optimal fuzzy rules constructed 
by a genetic algorithm to satisfy overall metering-error criteria under different 
operating environments while minimizing the number of points actually employed in 
the metering computation. This results in a reduction in the metering-computation 
effort, which frees up the processor for other metering tasks. 
Generally, designing a fuzzy inferencing engine requires much trial-and-error effort in 
determining the fuzzy rules, and the derived rule base has to be refined when the 
operating condition is changed. By using a genetic algorithm to construct the optimal 
fuzzy rules, the trial-and-error effort can be significantly reduced. 
The fuzzy-based adaptive metering algorithm was implemented on a Microcontroller-
based power metering system that employs a multitasking operating system which 
exploits the efficiencies achieved by the reduced metering rate. The system was tested 
with a variety of actual and synthesized power-system waveforms and the 
experimental evaluations demonstrated high accuracy in the metered quantities. 
The method used by Kung et at to measure the system power is the same at that 
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....... ",,"',. irrespective of the direction 
4.5.2 c.:rejner,IC Algorithm Overview 




"""'~J''''~" .. " [11]. It combines survival of the 
randomised information exchange to form a 
innovative flair of human search. In gel1eltC 
;;UJ;:,l1al" [11J. 
....... "'."'. to be optimized is represented by a string structure which is to 
in natural genes. 
A 
and/or CfOisse:o 
is termed a population. Strings in a 
produce a new generation of strings. For 
...... , ... ",\,L based on fitness. The individual 
all the 
will have more chances of survival. The 0"''''''''''.:1 ofa 







Tracking Reproduction: Crossover 
the best and Mutation 
individual 
~ ~ 
PopUlating the New 
Generation 
I 
Figure 4.7: The general concept of a 
'1'\1""" ... ,.."1"<,...,,,, is a value decoded from a crurorno:sorne, cru~onlOsoIIle can be 
a binary string. For example, an 
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Therefore, the phenotype may take on one of different values between- 40 and 
keeping with the ideas of natural selection. individuals with a higher fitness are 
more likely to mate thm individuals with lower fitness. The method used by Kungt 
al to parents from individuals called theroulette-wheel-method, where 
each member of the population as sector whose is proportional to the 
fitness of that individual.The wheel is "spun" 
becomes a parent. 
whichever individual comes 
Once the parents have been selected, a random process of recombination in which 
each parent contributes of genetic structure to offspring. The crossover method 
used this system is called thesingle-point crossover. where, based on the 
probability of crossover, partial exchange of between two IS 
performed. The point of crossover is chosen randomly. 
Every so often it becomes necessary to introduce a ranmm alteration of the value a 
This is done to ensure that a larger of the search vector is explored. In 
binary string representation, mutation occurs by simply flipping the state of a bit from 
1 to 0 or vi ce versa. 
Finally. the new geneation is produced from the mating of parents. method 
employed in system mates ....... ,J""', .. so enough children are produced 
to replace entire population . 
. 4.5.3 Fuzzy Knowledge Base Tuning Using a Genetic Algorithm 
A rule of a muUple input single output (MISO) system can be 
represented as 
Xl is Ail AND ... AND Xu Ain THEN y B/ [4.5.2] 
> where 1 ~ i ~ n. The determination of the two-dimensional set of input parameters 
Ail .. AiD normally requires much tria-and-error effort. using a algorithm to 
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The exact details regarding nrc)ce~ss is not within of this investigation, 
however it is "ULJU ....... to say that each output chromosome from the genetic 
used to rpl'\rp,~pn a fuzzy rule base. 
4.5.4 Fuzzy-Based Adaptive Power Metering Algorithm 
general structure of metering ru'u·.,th,rn developed by et al is ...... I"J. ........... 
are acquired a 4.8. The power system current 
fixed 64 samples per and current data are then 
decimated by factors of 1, 4, or 8 depending upon periodicity of the 
waveforms. adaptive error decimation is 
when the i:><l.Hl" ,,,,..,J. data ,",".,<AVA'..., aperiodic nuenc;es of disturbances or 
nOIse. 
As shown Figure 4.8, a fuzzifier LI.UJ. .. .,LVU is used to convert relative differences 
hetwel".n the calculated even and odd of power measurements into fuzzy data 
before u ..... vu," ... ~,'v ... is used the learning nT'r,""p,~c 
Calculate Power Measurements : 
Even numbered Cycles Running sum of Product (E) 
Odd numbered Cycles Running Sum of Product (0) 
Compute Relative Difference: 
-°1 
Compute Fuzzified Data 
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utilized in DW;;atiOn can generalized as [II] 
Rule 1: IF (Er is 
Rule 2: IF (Er is 
DF represent the 
The less, greater, 
than the lower 
and np/~rpI7<:p 
algorithm is 
comply with the current 
Results 
THEN (DF is 1'YI~ron<:on 
THEN (DF is Decreased) 
difference and the decimation factor, 
'YI~)'on,,,orl and decreased, are linguistic values that 
ur .. 'Hf .. 'r than the lower bound, increase the 
decimation factor, 
1 minute to knowledge base 
of the metered signals. 
was tested an unloaded universal motor a portable drilL The load 
because aperiodic The results were 
a known accuracy PowerLogic 
Monitor 2000). 
et al found that the developed system was about times more stable 
monitor. As 
tt""''''n,~", between the 
a series of tests, 
nature of the load was increased the relative 
measurements of two ,,,,,,,,PTn remained constant, 
power measurements increased. This was 
aperiodic cornpc)ne:nts current 
maximum relative between the two <OU<OT"'T1''''' 
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4.6 value Method 
4.6.1 Overview 
to Equation 2.8 power to a be 
calculated using the RMS equivalents sinusoidal voltage and current 
waveforms and the corresponding n",,,, .. r factor as follows: 
V inSI == V RMS cos( lU.t) and iinst ::: I RMS +¢) 
[4.6.1] 
00= frequency in <p = phase delay 
power is: = .cos(¢) [4.6.2] 
components are to genlerate these RMS 
a simple multiplication oO(~rarLO would produce 
power factor is 
power quantity. 
if the use of external 
possible to calculate 
overhead. 
nature of the calculation 
components is not viable for OCM, it 
on-board whilst still a reduction in 
by Equation 4.6.2 the following 






• If external RMS-to-DC 
considerably simpler 
.. devices also '-'''J .... Ui .... 
of the respective inputs Detore they are integrated 
shift introduced between two input channels 
above the same reason as 




need for a bipolar ... fU"", .. supply 
.. RMS-to-DC producing ASICs are waveform J.U\.Ju,,,,vvU\.1vlJIL, measuring true 
signals 
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However, using the RMS values to calculate the system power also has several 
distinct disadvantages over alternative methods. These are discussed in the relevant 
sections below. 
There exist several options for obtaining the RMS values as well as measuring the 
. phase delay and calculating the corresponding power factor. The below sections 
concern the details of these methods and the viability of implementing them as an 
OCM solution. Both RMS calculating ASIC's and transducers are investigated, as 
well as a possible method for calculating these on-board from discrete samples. Two 
methods of measuring the phase delay and calculating the corresponding power factor 
are also considered. 
4.6.2 Obtaining the input RMS values 
There exist three distinct options for obtaining the RMS values f the input 
waveforms for the purpose ofOCM ; (1) the utilisation ofRMS-to-DC transducers, 
(2) RMS-to-DC ASICs, and (3) on-board calculation using discrete samples. 
In order to obtain the values required for Equation 4.6.2 above, an RMS averaging 
process must be employed over a minimum period of one full mains cycle [I]. In a 
steady state condition, a longer refresh period will yield more accurate results due to 
the averaging process of the RMS calculation. However should the input fluctuate 
faster than this refresh period, the extended averaging will tend to attenuate the 
influence of these higher frequency components. Thus a trade off exists between 
averaging out the influence of random noise and quantisation error in discrete cases, 
and incorporating the higher frequency components of the waveform. The refresh 
periods of commercially available RMS calculating ASICs designed for a 50Hz 
system vary from 0.2 seconds up to I second. 
4.6.2.1 RMS-to-DC Producing Transducers 
RMS current-to-voltage and voltage-to-voltage transducers produce analogue output 
signals directly related to the RMS equivalent of the line current and/or voltage. 
Generally, these contain an inherent error, usually stipulated over a dynamic range, 
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are expensive compared RMS calculating 
the CR431 0 from CR [12], was considered as a 
The CR431 0 series transducer produces a 0-5 
that is directly proportional to the current. The output 
is average-sensing, calibrated for RMS. 
u ... Jl1i)I.J, .... ""v, is primarily used with process control 
output signal may be directly COlme:ctf:Cl 
analog ............. ..- .... MCU without any 
impedance 
10 series 
measures up to 200% of full scale on a short time and 150% 






rated accuracy. This (,,",''1tn,..,.,,. 
currents. 
to 1 036 specifications 
,",v"uu"u..:> an overview of the device specifications 
Comment 
Depends on range and load resistance. 
Refer to Table 4.5 below. 
1 % Max. peak ripple on ou ut 
0-5VDC 
250ms lO-90% of full scale 
12VDC 
SO/60Hz 
600V, or 10kV Full Wave 
refer to Table 4.5 below 
Refer to Table 4.S below 
-300 to +600 
with IECI036 




"V"""',U'''; .. UUHl> not supplied. Assume 
this does not confonn 
N/A 
conforms 
Confonns to maximum allowable 
transducer for class 1 
meter 
Confonns 
Table 4.4: CR431 0 RMS Transducer Specifications 
.u ... ' .... ,." ... 10 respective transducers .... "."''''' •• ''' .... a 
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Input Range Accuracy Minimum Load Compliance with IEC 1036 
[ARMS] [% ofFS] Resistance [n] 
0-75 0.5 160K Input range does not confonn 
Accuracy confonns to class 2 
Power dissertation confonns to class 1 
0-100 0.5 160K Input range confonns to class 1 
Accuracy confonns to class 2* 
Power dissertation confonns to class 1 
.. - Since IECI036 specifications stipulate a maximum range ofO-80A, the specified accuracy will not conform to class 2 over 
this reduced full scale range. 
Table 4.5: CR4310 Input Range and Accuracy 
A cost analysis for these devices was unavailable at the time of this report, however 
due to the specialised nature of the device it is assumed they would offer no financial 
benefit over the AD7755 (refer to Section 4.10) currently used by EML. 
4.6.2.2 RMS-to-DC ASICs 
These devices output a low DC voltage representing the RMS value of the input 
waveform. They may be used for both current and voltage inputs, and are easily 
interfaced with a MCV ADC with minimal signal conditioning. Several of these 
devices were briefly investigated, however as with their transducer counterparts 
above, they offer no financial benefit over the present measuring solution. For this 
reason only the most cost-effective device found was considered, the AD736 from 
Analog Solutions [13], 
The AD736 is a low power, precision, true RMS-to-DC converter. It provides a 
maximum error of ±0.3 m V ±0.3% of a full-scale input range of 200m V with sine-
wave inputs. This corresponds to a static error of below 0.15%. The error over a 
dynamic range is not stated, however this is assumed to be well below IECI036 
stipulation for a class 1 meter. 
The AD736 computes the RMS value of both AC and DC input voltages. It can also 
be operated ac coupled by adding an external capacitor. In this mode, the AD736 
resolves input signal levels of 100 m V RMS or less, despite variations in temperature 
or supply voltage. This is a benefit when offset errors are present in the transducer 
output. The device conforms to all relevant IEC specifications for a class 1 meter 
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An international per Wl!ll stated as (around R41,OO), however 
the price per unit quota may expected to drop by up to for larger This 
does not any benefit over present measuring solution. 
4.6.2.3 On-board calculations using discrete samples 
two methods of obtaining RMS values of input waveforms using external 
components m 4.6.2.1 4.6.2.2 above offer no financial u...,u..."u~ 
over the current solution. Therefore, an RMS calculating method is to be vialbe for 
OCM, it is concluded that no specialised components be than 
a current shunt and several signal conditioning components. All RMS 
calculations must therefore be conducted on-board 
the fundamental math<matical relationship between continuous and 
signals, it may prove possible to calculate the RMS equivalents of the input 
waveforms on-board the MCU. A lengthy produced several algorithms for 
such calculations, these wereall written higher level 
..... l.!'; ...... j;; ... '" requiring access tofulI math libraries. the purpose of this investigation. 
method described below was developed in order to assess the viability of 
conducting cal culations on-board. 
described in Section 2.2, the RMS values of the input 
follows:' 
may calculated as 
= [2] 
,where once At is the time between samples, Tis mains 
[4.6.3] 
period and 
is the number of samples per 
Equation 4.6.3 provides an values of the input current and 
voltage waveforms ",ual.l"''' of the waveformS[2]. simpler 
RMS calculating Ul",'LU\..'U exists for 1"\" .. '",1'<1 sinusoidal waveforIB, however 











cetera are not discussed in 
~v ...... _ ... ~ •• they are assumed 
"'.u'..,,, .... for the highest 
etc). 
most complex operation 
u,U,""UVJL1. The range 
on of cycles 
use a look-up table as a 
.L "'u, ....... " the only alternative. 
Section 4 
as sampling frequency, 
section and for the 
"''''.',1;;''''''U Techniques 
quantization 
of the immediate 
a sampling rrprnH>nrou •• ,' ...... '~. the 
component, a full input range, zero 
4.6.3 to compute on a MeV is the square-
evaluated covers 
over and the sampling 
million depending 
eliminating the 
Thus, a <>rp,_rn,-,1' "'.uv, ....... u15 algorithm 
Although several dedicated methods for calculating 
it was decided to use Newton's Method. The reason 
root of an integer 
is two fold: (1) the 
... .., ... v' .... is both simple and to implement using an and (2) designing the 
scratch ",,,,v,un ••• ,,,,,, calculation processor 
method is an 1t"'1"!ltnl'" ..... , .. nt'''''''' that requires a number of 
to converge within error limits. reason the maximum number 
loops was limited to 20, although the system will converge with 
Newton's method solving square roots is as follows [2]: 
one starts with a 
r + ~. The theoretical 
2 
as solution to 
this is not 
pseudo-code on ensuing page illustrates 
implementing Newton's method. 
48 
a better 
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Function Sqrt(x) := 
s=1 
the tolerance to I} 
Max It=20 
{set the maximmn nmnber of itemtions to 20) 
i=O 
dmnmy to be used as a loop counter} 
r xJ2 
{set the fIrst guess; r, to half the value being 
Jl := r/2 + xJ(2xr) 
{from Newton's method, the second guess 
[(absolute value of fi,l-r]>E) and (i :# Max_It)] 
{compute the loop the error is tolerance and while 
nmnber is less allowed ma:m1lUU} 
r Jl {refresh the new guess the updated one in the 
iteration} 
Jl == r/2 + xJ(2xr) {calculate the next "better" 
i :::: i+ 1 {increment the of itemtions by one} 
sqrt(x):::: Jl {the answer, either after 20 itemtions, or the error is less 
than the tolerance} 
e, has been to 1 in to allow for integer subtraction and 
addition, however this results in a loss precision 1 in 256, or 0.039%. One 
possible solution to better this to multiply tre value ofr by a known for 
example 4, then dividing the final by it's root, i.e. 
effectively increases value being computed the error associated with a 
relatively large tolerance. 
Using the method, the root of the summed samples ofa 
simulated voltage waveforms vas calculated, which when divided by square root 
of the number of sampit'!s taken, providt'S RMS information according toEquation 
The test parameters used are as follows 
an HP 33120A Digital Signal GeneratoJ): 
input signal was generated using 
• VRMS 1. 768V (corresponds to a ptp signal) 
• frequency 50Hz 
• Sampling frequency~ 
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.. Sampling ADC resolution - 8 bits 
.. Refresh period = 40 ms - corresponds to two full cycles 
The input waveform was offset by 2.SV to provide a unipolar ADC input signal. The 
most significant bit of the respective sampled values was used as a sign bit. 
Given these, the value ofN was calculated as: 
N == _1 x 2000x 0.04 == 80 
50 1 
50 
and the value to be evaluated was calculated as: 
80 
L:(VsamPled Y = 645748 
o 
The results of the square-rooting iteration were as follows: 
.. The initial guess, r, was half ofthe above: 322874. 
.. MCU Calculated solution: 803 
.. Actual Solution: 803.584 
.. Error: 0.068% 
.. Number of required iterations: 12 
When divided by the square root of the number of samples (i.e. 8.944) this provides 
real RMS information according to Equation 4.6.3. However, since the written math 
functions, including the division, contain a discrete tolerance of 1, only integer values 
may be used. For this reason, the calculated values of 803 and 8.944 are both bit-
shifted by one byte (multiplied by 256) in order to increase the overall resolution. 
Thus the actual division operation computed is as follows: 
V == 803 x 256 = 205568 ~ 90 
RMS 8.944 x 256 2290 












4.6.3 Obtaining the Power Factor 
Several possible methods of measuring 
orres}:londll1lg power factor were 
difference and calculating 




were perfonned by 
developed 
from discrete samples 
derivation of which is 
Equation 4.6.2, the value of cos(Ql) must be 
lag or lead (in degrees) two signals, it is nn',"'I"'TI'" 




provided they contain no hannonics. 
peaks of the two respe(~tn'e ,,.,,,,LUi,,,,, 










4.9: An example in peak values for 
has and the 
x -axis depicts (in ms) for a 
Current 
the voltage by 
50Hz. 
peak value of the voltage occurs at 5ms and the at 3 ms as shown. 
difference two peak values be L\tp. this case L\tp = 2 ms. 
angle is therefore approximately: 
Ql ~ x L\tp = 36° [4.6.4] 
power then be cos(36o) = 
actual phase calculation 
however considerable errors 
plemente:d uses the zero-c:roS,Sln,g as a reference, 
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strong harmonic content. To cornpfms~ue, an estimation of the actual zero-crossing 
point is using the around it. is done by storing respective 
"' ...... v,."" of current and voltage in an array. sampling 40 values of current and 
voltage, corresponding to one fun period at the stipulated sampling a 
, simple loop is run to find the " .... utJ',,'" closest to the 
point. 
"""unT'" to positive zero crossing 
point in is checked until a positive is found. Once this is 
completed, each adjacent sample is tested and to be positive, a variable is 
For each value the variable is decremented until the 
variable rea,cm,s zero. This is 
samples in example illustrate a Ul.::!u.,.·tnrrn with a 3 'rd harmonic 
component, however random noise also produce at 
the point. The begin as positive and the variable is incremented 
until in index 4 is reached, This 
continues until 11 where the reaches zero. zero crossing is 
deemed to have at the with an of half way the 
starting stopping points the variable. this "'''''' .. n' .... '''. 
between the start (index 0) and stop (index 11) is index 6. seventh element 
array zero crossing sampled wave. method is 
employed in an attempt to errors due to around the zero mark of non-
sinusoidal waveforms. 
This method is performed on both 
index the zero Cf()SSlln2 points. The 
indices. 
52 
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With a sampling frequency of 2 correspond to 
instantaneous values of the input sampled 500Jls apart (the sampling period). 
Thus two values which are Anp will correspond to a sampled time 
difference of: Atp = 500Jls x Anp From Equation 4.6.4 this relates to a phase 
angle of: ~ 3600 x 50 x 0.0005 x = 9 x Anp, Thus the power factor calculation is 
reduced to: 
Two methods for ............. 0 cos(~) 
involves a 100JK1lP 
since ~ is a 
[4.6.5] 
~ is known) were attempted. flrst 
... u .......... processor time, but may use more 
best with known discrete values and 
may prove tedious to 
A more applicable metncta eXl)anlSlolns. From it 
proven that 
This calculation is 
problem, however, is 
only. order to 
approximation is true [2]: 
x 2 X4 
cos(x) :::;1--+-
2 24 
... "' •• 1'1"\ .......... 1"1 and provides a very close approximation. 
the Taylor expansion is valid for x 
precision it was more applicable to calculate 
~ in ae~rre~~s Therefore it was necessary to convert from degrees to radians 
calculate cos( ~). The factor calculation was thus modi fled to: 
to 
( )





computed to a 
multiplication subroutines developed for purpose of this 
the inputs and outputs an <J.vov .............. ,,, ..... 1". ...... value 
same constant. 
lie between and 1, however, and for this reason 
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With mind the equation now to calculate the power is (from the 
=1 [4.6.8] 
latter two terms in this produce fractional are complex to 
an 8-bit processor. further complicates the addition and subtraction 
LlL .... '''''V.'", required to resolve .l..J"l' ....... ,.v ... 4.6.8 above. In order to overcome this, all the 
the resolved are further by two bytes (i.e. 
2562). The represented an mtleg(~r value as follows: 
2 x 2562 
-..:....----+ ---'-----
81.06x 256 39421.37 x 
algorithm was tested various input parameters. It was found that the 
... ",un.'''' is accurate to around 0.72% for purely sinusoidal input signals. Signals 
VVln ... l,UU,,'!S strong harmonics or however, considerably larger output 
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4.7 Reduced Scan Principle 
4.7.1 Overview 
"Reduced Scan Principle" [15] is an interpolation method that alternately measures 
current voltage at and each 
sample by an interpolated current sample. While the 
'''''''''V',", depends on the assumption that both channels are 
power measurement 
simultaneously, 
interpolates data in such a manner as to allow for non-
concurrent sampling. 
sampling occurs an 
stipulated sampling instant and then 
fashion, 
other at 
one is sampled at the 
next sampling instant. 
current sarnO.le is used twice, once with previous voltage sample once with 
following sample. The of two operands are added for 
ofn. 
method introduces a inherent error caused by associated shift, 
through linearity assumption of the signals adjacent 
.;><4A"I-"'"'''' A constant" is used an attempt to these em~cts 
the power calculation. 
The reduced scan provides three ..... ".~u,~. advantages over the .., ...... '-l.eu'-l technique 
• Concurrent sampling two input channels is not necessary 
• Only half the measurements the same are SInce 
measured current or voltage value is used 
• Only halfthe multiplication operations are necessary because two current values 
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"' ..... , .. "' .. ' ..... scan metno~o is 
power calculation method described in Section 2.2 is 
[4.7.1] 
and current taken at time n, respectively. 








on Equation 4.7.1 with a small mOOlIllcallon [15] 
,which reduced to 
1'11 ....... "" ... 1" "'~ .... I-1L"''' in-l and in+l taken at times n-l and 1 respectively. terms 
"" ...... """." constitute twice the average value of the estimated current ""' .......... ;1"" 
[4.7.5] 
is a linear approximation to a non-linear input and for the 
.. ""r111I',·1"1 scan. 
terms from Equations 4.7.3 through 
N N 
2:>" x 0,,-1 + i,,+I) X At:::: TL v" x 0,,-1 + ) [4.7.6] 
,,=1 11=1 






















Figure 4.10: Graph showing samplingpointsjor reduced scan method 
Ill\..ll ..... o.'''''' the sampling points the current waveform 
the vuo.E<.''''' uo.ll.'I.IIJlUj;:;. begins at n 0 current waveform and In is obtained. 
Asn-+ 
becomes 
so as to 
voltage is sampled """ .. ,'v ...... and the current "' .... u...,.'" 
in-I. At n = 2, the current is 
the first estimated 
and temporarily 
nstanlcaneOlls· power value. The 
a cumulative sum of these "instantaneous" powers is 
as 
over a begins 
time This continues until n = upon which the result of the SUITIrrlect 
power is multiplied with time to provide pn,"TO'/ 
watts according to 
4.7.3 Inherent Error Compensation 
L1Llla .... ,"" error calculation was from the inverse of the COITe(~tlc,n 
constant in Equation 4.7.8 below, and is as follows: [IS] 
e = [- cos(M x Ix 2n-)x 100]+ 100 [%] 
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correction constant, c, is nonnally included in the calibration phase and not used 
explicitly. It was stipulated as: [15] 
1 
c = -----.,..- [4.7.8] 
4.7.4 Results of Simulated Data 
In to confinn this method empirical an was 
fabricated with variable parameters of frequency, current 
voltage, power factor, frequency, total number of samples used. All 
calculations were using values accurate to at least lOth .... "' ... ' ........ 
applicable, thus quantisation was not accounted for. objective of 
was to gain a better arithmetic assessment of the em~cts 
interpolation methods, rather than simulate actual implementation on an MeU. For 
this all output from below is used a purely 
fashion, mno predicted for an 
It was confinned that only the two 1J<U·uu,,,,,,,,,, stipulated in Equation the 
sampling period, affect output error (disregarding peripheral 
uu.u. .... ·U\"'"" which would be present on a real such as noise, dynamic line 
distorted input signals, etc). 
Equation was implemented on a maximum number input samples N = 1360, 
this corresponding to 34 cycles at a maXimum frequency of 2kHz. The 
sampled over was by the or line 
frequency. It was found that changes in input amplitude or power factor had no 
influence on the output as predicted by Equation 
The inherent error, e, was calculated for set 
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e computation Line Sampling Number of Number of e value obtained 
method Frequency Frequency Cycles (%] 
(Hz] (Hz1 N 
Theoretical 50 500 50 5 
Empirical 50 500 50 5 21.13 
Theoretical 50 2000 80 2 1.23% 
Empirical 50 2000 80 2 0.02% 
Table 4.6: Comparison value Pffl,mrJ'('£11 and computed methods 
can the theoretical error "''''',''''''J'"~'''U Equation 4.7.7 not 
to the empirically found error. the correction "'v ... " ..... .u~ C IS 
derived this, it too will not cOlrrec;t computed output exactly. 
"",.., ... "" .. ',.. scan result was ('{'\lm .... ~T"·rI worksheet, the corrected 
me:ort:tlCaL'''_',,,,J derived from the input .., ......... ,,"' .. "" The following were 
input parameters 
50Hz. 










Table 4.7: Output error 




reduced scan on simulated data 
Calculated 
cycles simulating ideal ........ U ... 'CAU' ... 
to reason that since me:rDl:>latlon method is a linear approximation, a 
sampling frequency will 
approximation of a 
h""j..,,,~·,,,," successive samples is 
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4.8 Power measurement using rectified inputs 
4.8.1 Overview 
The 10-bit and 8-bit ADCs on the Hitachi Motorola MCUs provide 
resolutions the measuring solutions Unfortunately, 
improved, and if the on-board ADCs are to be used 
will undoubtedly output accuracy_ One possible 
of the output converters is to 
rectify thereby a sign bit in the 
word the measurement a factor of 2. 
the input samples is ..... nll' ... '''rl to determine the power 
cannot Instead, it is that the polarity of each "' ...... ..,""" of current 
measured using a with an analog ground and 
and represented comprising of a ma 
memory. may then be , .... -r.·n..-<II· .. rI 
n('{\1'T\,r\r!:lTP UL .... U~'~ values. 
a modified power calculation to 
The ,",u"".-rn thus requires the use inputs, two per input "" ......... ''''. 
Each ADC input "&>1",&>''',,,"'' half the waveform for 
.:>CUj,unu,,,,, of these channels may firmware handled from 
representing polarity of the input waveforms. 

















+ Half-wave .. 
rectifier ... 















Figure 4.11: Proposed rectification process block diagram 
The output of each analog ground-referenced comparator is a digital signal, the level 
of which defines the polarity of the input waveform, and is fed to a standard digital 
va line of the MeU. The channel bandwidth, sampling frequency, influences of 
harmonic distortion, temperature fluctuations and noise were not considered in this 
particular investigation. 
4.8.2 Increased Resolution 
The theory behind the increased resolution obtained by using rectified inputs is 













I-Voltage - Rectified Voltage I 
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For bipolar the ADC samples over range of..2.5V to each 
half one bit for the Hitachi MCU and 
for the Motorola MCU. The rectified ~'O"-', nUlPH"r is unipolar 
for a 
effectively 
full ADC range may now be 
the resolution by a factor 
to measure each half cycle, 
The polarity of each 
obtained has an associated sign-flag elsewhere memory, which defines 
4.8.3 Obtaining rectified inputs 
Since whole the proposed on obtaining 
rectification, a simulated tests Spice Evaluation 
8.0, July 1997) were ... ", .. +nrm before a ....... , ............ '" ,.""" .. r calculation was 
need 
in an attempt to find a viable solution. This analog rectification process proved more 
troublesome than was originally expected. Several variations of rectification 
were both simulated and constructed, most of which proved unusable due to the 1 or 
so volts deadpan standard diode 
The solution found 
simulated, and then 
Digital Gnd Shunt 
Rn1 ~ > 
Rbreek 
7.3Sk 
most viable is pn:seme:o 
and tested with 
Peripheral conditloolng for Voltage Signal 




Rn2 Rbrea\c 2 ! Rload D1 02 .I 
01N914I 
Rbreait 4 r 01N914 I 1 meg g 
lbl'ee\c ( 0 
Lload ( 
®. 
SCmh J V_aut_neg I ! ! 
f(j\OCJn2 



















r o e; Peripheral conditioning for Current 
C 011 '-----·N.J 
1meg 
Rbreak Rb 
Figure 4.14: Ue11eto,pea current rer.ltifir.atif)n circuit schematic 
The exact theory behind 
available on request. 
is not within the scope of this report, but is 
4.8.4 Rectification results 
Using the above circuits a software-simulated environment, it was found that 
system produces an unacceptable error. Still, the results obtained were most 
accurate of all the circuits. Several tests were performed, all of which 
contained errors by lEe 1036 regulations. 
In 
voltage signal on::seIlt at 
were recorded. The "input" was 






channel, amplifier of the current v .. " .... u.'v • ... ·"'n,<>"'t'"'''' The 
























Table 4.7: Simulated test results for rectified signals 
""" .. 0 ..... was to detennine if these errors were linear, in which case 
however it was found that the error is significantly 
values in a non-linear fashion. Furthennore, it was 
jJV",'",UJL'w to a slight distortion on the output wavefonns, particularly for 
2V. 
I-/v".:a'JLV modified power computation algorithms 
'''''-U,Cl.'''' A.U"VU,UF, of the input signals using ..... F,."". 
"'n"""u,~" this algorithm may be significantly more time 
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4.9 Microchip Microcontroller Based Watt .. Hour Meter 
Reference Design 
4.9.1 PICCREF-3 Overview 
The PICREF-3 Watt-Hour Meter (WHM) Reference Design [l4] shows the use ofa 
mixed signal microcontroller from Microchip in an AC power measurement 
application. The system is capable of monitoring and displaying power and energy 
consumption on worldwide power mains in the 90V to 264V range. The signal 
processing circuitry consisting of sensor, signal conditioning electronics, ADC and 
microcontroller is abbreviated by the use of the mixed signal micro controller with its 
on-board ADC. 
The mixed signal microcontroller used is the Microchip PIC16C924. This 
microcontroller has five ADC channels, two of which are used to digitize voltage and 
current signals. The microcontroller features of pulse width modulation (PWM) and 
direct liquid crystal display (LCD) drive are also utilized to further reduce cost and 
parts count. The PWM output feature is used with a single po.le RC filter to provide a 
comparator reference with 10 bits of resolution. The direct LCD drive is used to drive 
an 8-digit 7-segment LCD for outputs. 
All measurements and calculations are performed once per second. The current 
waveforms measured are linear for resistive and inductive loads and non-linear for 
switching power supplies. The current waveform is sampled during the positive 
current cycle with waveform symmetry assumed between positive and negative 
cycles, although full cycle measurement is possible with some hardware and firmware 
modifications. 
It should be noted that only those aspects of the PICREF-3 design having pertinence 
to the present study have been reviewed in this section. All other technical 
documentation regarding this design, including the firmware and circuit schematics is 
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4.9.2 System Overview 
Figure 4.15 represents the complete PICREF-3 system block diagram. 
r-----------------------------------------------, 
I H' j V< ''W AC. lEI........· Sma!1 $ignal l..na!oglOigitr:l1 
i Ig} ~ tll: '~(! . :~ o."",on<C$ .S~n$e Ele:wani~ 
I / ~ "'\ /' ................. ""\ 
-----r-I .... .1 --i CUrTe. \ Cun-ern \, 
.... I>t; ,,,'
f::}DV ':2~~V I j 10 A!'<J!¥!x SE;m~a S~$~ ; 
--__ -=-: +-; e-Ill>put Trans. CirCIJ~tfY i 8.8;8.8;8.8:B.8 
OOIJ ~ 2MV 









D~itaJ & A.':1a~ag Po'Nf:f, j 
B;).tlery Bac;~II>, 1 'MIJge R~fer€tl'l!;es 
V~lIage: Refur-em;e& ;-' ------.::::..------
.... , ......................................... ) 
Figure 4.15: PlCREF-3 Watt-Hour Meter Block Diagram 
Microchip lB(:h~c~ogy·:s 
PIC16C924 
Microchip Technology, Inc. (1997) "Watt-Hour Meter Reference Design," PICREF _3.pdf downloaded 
from http://microchip.com 
The stipulated system is limited to measuring a maximum CUmlt of 10 A, however a 
maximum of up to 200A may be measured with minimal hardware modifications. 
Power line voltage (90V-264V) is sensed by the high voltage AC electronics. 
Balanced input voltage and current signals are provided to the Small Signal 
AnaloglDigital Sense'Electronics for input into the MCU. 
The PIC16C924 uses the analog/digital voltage sense and analog/digital current sense 
to calculate the power and energy consumption of the load. In addition, the pulse 
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inputs. on/off state 
triac to effect on/off 
control 
current switching, is 
applies current to 
controlled by 
EEPROM is available to store the ~att-hour count displayed at 
In an RS-232 serial port is available for sending 




",,,,,,,r .. m but may be if required. '-' .. 'LV .... """'" ...... supply 
device power, voltage reference and h~1'tp1"" backup. 
1",,,,..,..,.,...,,,,,,,, provide 
PIC16C924 source is written in C. 
and 
algorithms accomplish voltage 
up,r",.,rn phase 
timekeeping, calculation of power 
addition, there is code to display measurements on the LCD. 
Watt-Hour Meter (WHM) reference ...... ".1"." has five modes of operation, 
aellennUlea by the firmware: Measurement, Sleep, and 
All IS to acCOm,paIl'y 
Hardware Overview 
section PICREF-3 n«nn,,«r .. how it functions in the system. 
Analog Signal Conditioning 
voltage (90V - 264V) is applied to the input and a load is COlme:cte:(1 to the AC 
output as shown 4.16 below. current flow is from AC input to the 
the load. This I"'HlrTPlnt continues through the gate and 
current sense tratlst()rm back to It also flows a resistive 
voltage divider via output. The current sense transformer 
divider provide low-voltage analog which replicate large scale voltage 
















The balanced input 
instrumentation ..... "'.u" ... 
signal amplification and 
output swings above 
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divider is amplified by an 
4. below. This amplifier aC(:onlDlllsnc~s 
common mode noise. The signal at the ...... ,'IJ .. u 
.... "", ... "''1"',,,'''' reference potentiaL The amplifier v .... IJ .... is 
of the PIC16C924. 
An unbalanced input signal is tapped off of the balanced input voltage 
and connected to a cmnp;arator input. This comparator is used to compare 
signal to an analog and its output goes high when the input 
exceeds this output provides digital voltage sense information and is 
a UJ.I"-U41 I/O PIC16C924. 
__ LJ_nb_il_la_n"_~O_d_ln..:..,p_Ul_v_c_lm..:..g_e_s..:..,g_na_!-+l,1 11----4> Di~ilillVollagCl 
r- ~ I Compamlcr I Senso 
T 
GND Reference 
i3allll1(.cC Input I In:>lfumen;alion 1-_______ -+ 1\l\alo; Voltage 
Voltago Signal _________ ........;IIIJo.lIL_' __ \fI~'f>IrJIi;....:·ic--.r-J Sense: 
T 
Negative Referenco 












Similarly, the unbalanced input current signal from the sense ..,"T" ............. is amplified 
by an instrumentation amplifier as shown in Figure 4.18. 
accomplishes signal amplification and rejection of common mode 
is connected to a second ADC ofthe PIC16C924 
The unbalanced input current signal is also COlme:cum to a cmnp:arator 
and output 
This 
comparator is used to compare the input 
PWM reference. The comparator output also 
.. ,.t,,,,,.,.,,,,,,. - the 




Unbalanccdlr.pu: -------IIIi Inslrumc::1lllticn 1--____ ..... AnaJogCurronl 
Current 8ign<ll Arnplil;c~ Sc!'!se 
GND Rclcrcnce 
Figure 4.18: Small /lnI2IOl?:lJJ,~£lflrJl current sense ete(~troir!tcs block diagram 
4.9.4 Microcontroller Input/Output 
The PIC16C924 is a or a microcontroller capable of 
analog and digital inputJoutput as shown in Figure 4.18 below. This capability is used 
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RG7~_D~ig~iln_I_~_I;~a;~~_S_en_se ____ ~~ 
RA5 
/I.e InpUI i3lllam:edIUn~alancQd Son sa 
Figure 4.19: Microcontroller I/O block diafJTam 
ADC converters PIC16C924 allow as well as 
voltage and current sense from the Small AnalogIDigital 
Electronics (refer to 4.18). Depending on user push-button input, 
""I'"I"~'''' may be used for the display (LCD), calculation, or both. pushbuttons 
logic signals MCU. 
"' .... ,1'"1"'.., of +5V and + 3V are 
the latter providing 
for the 
resolution. 
converters as .. ",,1''''''''''''-'''' 
MCU has an external interrupt input (shown as RBO/INT in figure 4.21). 
is used indirectly by digital voltage sense digital current sense 
"'/5."<'<"'" is differentiated Each 
.... "' ..... ...., .... circuits, and to input to 
,'1"\1',"' ..... "' .... 1' The differentiated digital voltage sense is used to wake 
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Input .LJULU."",,,,,..., 
lflIIOInlaI]lOn on whether 
line """"""'£'1 mlcrClcomrouer with 
or ungrounded to support neutral line is 
both polarized and unpolarised power grids. 
6C924's 
information. 
U .... 'VUJ,1< .... J'VH displayed. 
LCD 
through 
facilitates displaying of 
pushbutton inputs, the 
LLLV' ...... U the use ofPWM and an RC filter, the PIC16C924 can vary analog 
rpt''''''P1nl'P voltage to sense CUIIlP,W 
current measurements. The microcontroller 
to figure 4. 
controls 
use in true 
triac 
circuitry, be turned on or 
pushbutton. This will tum the current flowing to 
pressing the START/STOP 
load on or off. 
Input/Output 
EEPROM is ...... "'''H .. '~n to store of a .... "'''0 .. In addition, 
an RS-232 serial port is provided for cmnmUflllcatmn with a 1''"'1'", .. ",1'",,- rrn,,,,,,,.,o for 
functions not provided, but be developed. 
4.9.5 Signal Measurements 
- True RMS Measurements 
RMS meaSUrenlents are highly u'"'~''"'uu'''''u on waveform 
meter first determines waveform shape and calculates true 
PICREF-3 provides algorithms for the fundamental shapes 
narrow "uu'"",. pulses. 
peak current-waveform amplitude is found in 
comparator values do not waveform's 
waveforms are digitally scanned to waveform 
accomplished reference created by 
output, of the current sense to 




to ensure that the 
amplitude. Current 
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(in varying step digital 
crossings are created. count 
the digital current scan. 
synchronized with the analog waveform zero 
the are low and high is kept create 
4.9.6 Power Calculations 
The power are calculated by system. 
Apparent Power 
RMS and current are ----.,,--.1 multiplied to "",,<1,1'\ apparent nA\UPT' 
Power Factor 
Power factor is determined a phase count and a look-up table. firmware 
counter counts between rising edges of the voltage current outputs. 
t0tal phase count two consecutive in a one ",,,, .. ,vuu measurement 
interval is divided by two to obtain an phase shift count. 
phase count is applied to an algorithm counts 
increments. The total number increments is used 
to look-up table. contains an integer 
offset when to a integer base number, yields a long cosme 
result of phase angles between 2° and , which corresponds to power T<lf',Cn,.", 
"" .. E:, ..... O from 0.999 to 0.199. rolling two-sample is used to an aver-
age power factor reading. 
firmware counter is a 16-bit variable has a shift per count 
resolution of than 0.10 at all frequencies between Hz and 63 for the 
microcontroller oscillator at 8 MHz. 
True Power 
True in Watts (W) is by multiplying the power by the n'-"1""''' 
factor. is based on fundamental relationship, 
= x cos(¢) 












A ........ "", ... calculation is made once 
true power in joules/sec to 
second. Energy in joules is obtained by 
4.9.7 Firmware Details 
V'--,J .... ,. firmware was nrr1fT"'" C 
...... ' ... '"."'u, on the CD acc;onlpa,ny:m 
module most pertinent to 
below 4.20. 
Clear Timerl 
(1 second Timer) 
Sense neutral line state 
Set Current sense 




consists of 24 
report. A 
of the me,f}SUJremlent 
Determine current 
waveform 
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Results 
Watt-Hour Meter measurements were compared to the measurements of a 
watt-hour WT20 1 0 Digital Power Meter, which 
a measurement accuracy of 
system attained a power measurement accuracy at unity power factor a 
linear resistive load and a load of 1.0% of reading plus 0.2% 
scale. Accuracy over a rnl1n<>rnl1' 
for inputs with dynamic 
these influences would 
is not provided. Also not provided are n .. ",,,,,,,, 
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4.10 Analog Devices AD7755 Metering ASIC 
measurement present crP"pr;:ltu,." CASHPOWER 
depth study is Furthermore, other technical documents regarding 
the AD7755 standard operation testing """''''L''''. testing results susceptibility to 
electromagnetic and electrl)st~itlc 
considerations data 
UA'""A ........ "' .... on the this 
10.1 Overview 
below figure is an .... t" ...... '" functional 
GO G1 AGNO AC/DC 
AD7755 








4.21 - Functional Block (AD 7755) 
are 
device is an Application Specific (ASIC) 
measuring of electrical pn'~rfT" The part 
specifications surpass accuracy requirements as quoted in the 036 standard. 
analog circuitry in the AD7755 the ADCs 
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the digital domain. This approach provides superior stability and accuracy over 
extremes in environmental conditions and over time. 
The device accepts a pair of voltage input signals that represent the voltage and 
current of the power line. Internally, these signals are converted to the digital domain 
with overs amp ling ADCs. A fixed-function digital signal processor continuously 
multiplies the two signals, their product being proportional to instantaneous power, as 
described in Section 2.2. This digital signal is then low-pass filtered to provide real 
energy information. The input signals are derived either directly via a resistor network 
for the voltage and resistive shunt for the current, or through the use of voltage and 
current transformers respectively. 
The AD7755 supplies average real power information as digital pulse frequencies on 
the two low frequency outputs (Fl and F2). These logic outputs may be used to drive 
an electromechanical counter directly or may be interfaced to an MCU. The 
Calibration Frequency (CF) logic output represents instantaneous real power 
information. This output is intended to be used for calibration purposes, but may also 
be interfaced to an MCU. 
The AD7755 includes a power supply monitoring circuit, which ensures that it 
remains in a reset condition until the supply voltage reaches 4V. If the supply then 
falls below 4V, the AD7755 reset  again and no pulses are issued on Fl, F2 and CF. 
Internal phase matching circuitry ensures that the voltage and current channels are 
phase matched. A High Pass Filter (HPF) may be activated in the current channel in to 
filter any DC component in the current signal. Furthermore, an internal no-load 
threshold ensures that the AD7755 does not exhibit any creep when no load is present. 
Other features of the AD7755 include: 
(I) Less than 0.1 % Error Over a Dynamic Range of 500 to 1 












• Direct Electromechanical Counters 
and 
• A PGA in the Channel Allows the 
Burden '-" .. '".",.0. ....... 
• Proprietary .l ....... ''"'''' 
Environmental '-'\.)'u ...... , .. u" 
• On-Chip 
Provide High .l ..... 'VUj.u" 
Time 
inputs 
• On-Chip Protec11On (No Load Threshold) 
Section 4 - Investigated 1'",,,I~nll'm"',, 
Stepper Motors (Fl 
Values of Shunt and 
over Variations in 
• On-Chip 
Capability 
± 8% (30 ppnJ>C Typical) with External Overdrive 
• Single 5 V Supply, Power (15 /lW Typical) 
4.10.2 Signal Conditioning 
The test ~4_'~"" Devices as au."",'lUU for 
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4.10.2.1 External Analogue ...... .:. ....... Conditioning 
..... UV •• I".LL the AD7755 a unipolar it ""'''''''V''' l..!,lV'U'U,U inputs on 
input channels. ....",.,·"' .... t and voltage channels, Channels 1 
2 respectively, are fully dlt,terc=:ntlal. The input signals are obtained using either 
isolation transformers or the voltage being scaled down using a 
"'h''',... ... 1.r and the current 
are read un, .. ",u 
amplifiers or filters. 
to a low-amplitude 
by the AD7755, elinunating 
via a shunt. 
for external 
by the .uauu ...... "' ...... (18) , a typical peripheral "'V.,ll .. ,-,,,,",V.I.1 for Channel 1 is 
displayed Figure 
Rf V1P 
:ref t :t470mV V GAIN ....--0---1 
Rf 
PHASE NEUTRAL 
Figure 4.23: Typical Connectionfor AD 7755 Channell 
current transformer (CT) is transducer selected 
common mode voltage this Chflnnlel is analogue ground 
AGND. This 
'-'11,;U .. .u"'1 1 inputs. The turns 
example. The 
and is derived by 
and burden 
center 'UUUUJ',," the burden 
a.UUVI~U'" input signals for 
",,,,,avA. are selected to give a voltage of ± 4 70m V (divided by the 
gain) at maximum load. 
4.24 shows two typical for Channel V2 [18). uses a 
transformer (PT) to complete isolation from In 
option the the neutral divider 
is to provide a voltage is proportional to the line Adjusting 
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RI V2P ., 








PHASE NEUTRAL 'RII»RI+VR 
'Rb+VR= RI 
4.24: Channel 2 
In all cases are included in an attempt to 
noi.se on 
4.10.2.2 Internal 
The current input 
., .. ,,'"'''''''''' Signal Conditioning 
(Channel Vl in Figure 4.21) accepts a maximum 
differential signal ± 470mV (or 330mVRMS for a pure SmllS0]loal 
maximum common 
V1 
of ± 100m V, as shown below .. 
OIFFERENTIAllNPUT ... 




Figure 4.25: 1l1a:xzmlum Signal Levelsfor AD 7755 Channell, (Gain 
frequency 
a 
This channe] also has a prc)griam:maOle gain amplifier (pGA) with a user seH:::ctalOle 
gain of 1, 8 or 16, set pins Gl and G2. These 
transducer mt!ertaclng 
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Table 4.8 - Channell Gain and corresponding Maximum Signal 
Similarly, channel V2 is a differential voltage maximum peak 
signal for is ±660 m V with a maxunU1D common-mode 
100m V, ... rm"""",,, .. are achieved a common mode to 
4.10.3 Analogue to Digital Conversion 
use of two ADC's for concurrent of the two input ..... 1<' .. 1.U'., • .:>. 
ru .... ''''.:> are 16-bit ""''''uuu sigma-delta with an oversampling rate 
900kHz. The HL< .................. '"'~,;.u stipulated a ADC offset error ± 15mV 
to 3.19% ofthe 
channel input 
channel. This COITeSPOltlds 
2.27% ofthe L ..... >JL "' .. ,~u'" 
aHPF in one two channels. 
the phase difference 
to zero. 
AD7755 features two input pins, S 1 and SO, 
four possible frequencies analogue top 
4.10.4 HPF and Offset Effects 
current channel input 
This further 
two ADCs operate 
the sampled IS 
allow the user to one of 
delJlc1ted In '-'~ ..... ~ ..... 1 ... , .. w ...... , .• .., a Filter (HPF). This is 
since any 
multiplication [18]-
2 contribute a DC cornpCmel1t 
component is ""vt""", .... t",,rI by the to 
generate the real power information, the offsets have contributed a COllst:ant error 











Section 4 - Investigated Techniques 
This problem is avoided by filtering through those low frequency components of just 
one channel, Channel I, which are deemed DC. Thus the cutoff frequency for this 
filter is set to allow only varying components of the current signal to pass through. 
The digital HPF in Channell has an associated phase lead response. To offset this 
phase response and equalize the phase response between channels, a digital phase 
correction network is also placed in Channell. The phase correction network matches 
the phase to within ±O.l ° over a range of 45 Hz to 65 Hz and ±0.2° over a range 40 
Hz to 1 kHz. This ensures correct active harmonic power calculation even at low 
power factors. 
4.10.5 Power and Energy Calculation Methodology 
As previously described the digital output of the low-pass filter after multiplication 
contains the real power information. However, since this LPF is not an ideal "brick 
wall" filter implementation, the output signal also contains attenuated components at 
the line frequency and its harmonics, i.e., cos(hoot) where h = I, 2, 3, ... etc. 
The magnitude response of the filter is given by [18]: 




For a line frequency of 50 Hz this would give an attenuation of the 200 (100 Hz) 
component of approximately -22 dBs. The dominating harmonic will be at twice the 
line frequency, i.e. cos (200t) and this is due to the instantaneous power signal. 
The instantaneous real power signal at the output of the CPF contains a significant 
amount of instantaneous power information. This signal is passed to the digital-to-
frequency converter where it is integrated over time in order to produce an output 
frequency. The accumulation of this signal will suppress or average out any non-dc 
components in the instantaneous real power signal since the average value of a 
sinusoidal signal is zero. Hence the frequency generated by the AD7755 is 











real .... ('nxfPT .... 0.'._. 
the frequency on 
output frequency on CF can 
How-and F2. This higher output 
Section 4- "''''',5'''''"'''' Techniques 
... "'"'u ......... "'" •• '" real power signal over a much shorter time while 
£'nt1"pf'f11'\O it a This shorter accumulation means less averaging 
of the cos (200t) cornpcmerlt. 
As a COilSelque:ncle. some of this instantaneous .... n".,pr 
to-frequency however where 
frequency counter would normally average the 
however, 
application, 
is being used to measure energy, 
CF output must also be 
lJa;:),;:),,;:) through the digital-
"' ...... n .... u ... ' .. purposes, the 
removing any ripple. If, 
a microprocessor-based 
power. Because the 
VUI;VUL;:) F 1 at a much lower frequency, a lot more averaging of the 
.,.r"up .. signal is carried out in than in the CF. The 
result is a 
output 
" •• '"' ..... , .... ~, ... sinusoidal content a virtually ripple-free frequency 
The .... n\., ..... calculation also holds true LLVL,."LU .. " ... ,. ........ L current and harmonic 
as well as for non-unity power 
to the validity of this, refer to Section 





real power information on outputs FI and F2 in the form 
v .... u .... " is relatively low, and is user pulse rate at 
aJ.~6,H~5 from 0 Hz to a UL .. .AU ...... , .. means that the frequency 
nn'Xfpr mt;Ornrlatllon accumulated over a VUI'VUL;:) is generated from 
relatively long period of time. The result is an ..., .... u ... that is ...... ,.' .... nT'Tu'n 
power. 
_._,.., ••. ,,.., of the real power signal is "LL,JU"''' to the digital-to-frequency 
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and F2, 
rate, the 
a uU'"",,UUU':l1 of 5.57kHz ...... """,",1.4"", of its relatively high pulse 
output is instantaneous real nl",,'l!pr 
With much less "'Laou"o of the real power output is much more 
responsive to "",...,,,"",. fluctuations. 
4.10.7 System Errors 
[18] the device an overall error of than 0.1% Analog 
over a of to 1. All """;"''''Tn errors remain below this. Output error 
due to tenrme:ratur fluctuations is variations in the V .. "'UA 
reference V""'I<."'. which features a typical tenrlpe~ratUl coefficient 
Furthermore, the AD7755 has been stringently and found to comply all 
tests 1 and IECI036 specifications. deal of data 
uu,'u .... ,u and is available on the accompanying this report. 
4.10.8 Operating Range 
Due to ease of transducer mt1ertiaclng, supports 
""'",,,,'" complies with dynamic of system parameters. 
requirements when used on both 50 60 Hz line frequencies. 
over the required current also complies with these 
a "no load and "start-up current" 
in the meter. It is to issue a 
line current drops below threshold. 
lower than this will not cause a 
CF. minimum output as 0.0014% of 



















Section 5 - Rejected Teclmiques 
Section 5: Rejected Techniques 
The following techniques discussed in Section 4 were rejected as viable solutions for 
OCM implementation: 
1. A fuzzy-based adaptive power metering system utilising a genetic algorithm 
(Section 4.5) 
2. The Reduced Scan Principle method (Section 4.7) 
3. Power measurement using rectified inputs (Section 4.8) 
4. Power measurement using rms values of current and voltage (Section 4.6) 
5. The PICREF-3 system - a Microchip MCU based approach (Section 4.9) 
The justification for rejecting each method is briefly discussed inlte ensuing sections. 
A briefsummary of these details is provided in Table 5.1. 
Measurement Technique Major Failing Attributes 
Fuzzy Based System • Processor overhead too large 
• Response too slow 
Reduced Scan Principle • Inherent error too large 
• Required sampling frequency too high-increased overhead 
• Rectification error too large 
Power Measurement using . • Considerable signal processing required 
Rectified Inputs • Complex power evaluation algorithm 
• Large memory requirements 
• RMS transducers output error too large and also not fInancially 
viable 
Power Measurement using RMS • RMS-to-dc ASICs not fmancially viable 
Values • Processor overhead for RMS calculation method too large 
• Resolution of RMS calculation method too low 
• Power factor measurement WJ!eliable and inaa::urnte for non-
sinusoidal inputs 
• Processor overhead too large 
PICREF - 3 System • Power factor required 
• Signal conditioning requirements not fInancially viable 











Section 5 - Rejected Techniques 
5.1 A fuzzy based adaptive power metering systenl utilising 
a genetic algorithm [ll} 
Referring to Section 4.5, the described adaptive digital power metering algorithm is a 
dynamic metering solution which attempts to reduce required overhead in response to 
the aperiodic nature of the input waveforms. It remains unclear exactly how the extent 
of the aperiodic nature of the input waveforms is evaluated. If the decimation factor is 
high, the number of samples integrated into the metering algorithm is reduced. Thus 
for near-periodic waveforms, it appears as if the system reduces the accuracy of the 
measurement. This may prove accurate for periodic signals without higher frequency 
harmonics, however many examples of purely periodic waveforms containing large 
high frequency harmonics exist. If the effective sampling rate is reduced when 
measuring these waveforms, much of the high frequency components may be missed. 
Many details regarding the algorithm are not provided by Kung et al [11], such as the 
processing time, refresh rate, resolution, response to input frequency fluctuations, etc. 
It is predicted that the processor overhead required to implement such a system would 
be considerably large - to the extent that the implementation of this system is not 
deemed viable as an OCM solution. Furthermore, the actual overhead saved may not 
justify the overhead required to implement the adaptive algorithm in an OCM 
application. 
5.2 The Reduced Scan Principle method 
The Reduced Scan Principle [15] is an interpolation method that alternately measures 
current and voltage at regular time intervals, and effectively multiplies each voltage 
sample by an interpolated current sample. From the results in Section 4.7 of the 
simulated input data, it is concluded that implementing this method will introduce 
inherent errors over and above those compensated for. Even with the compensation 
factor, the errors displayed in Table 4.6 are significant, especially at low sampling 
frequencies. It is predicted that these errors will increase significantly if the system is 
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thenlliore the system is more "'''''''''''''I-'UVA", to ........ '''' .... U.U\ ... u" frequency and 
computation timing, as shown by 4.7.7, than the 
This was proved first example with a line treauc:!nc:y 
of as opposed to 50Hz. standard power calculation produced an error 
the reduced scan produced an error that shown in the 
table 0.5%, to 5.52%. is greatly at higher sampling 
.... "' .. ,,..."'''', the increase probably 
beyond the limits stipulated by 1 036 regulations. 
red.uctlon in processor 'n"'rn'~<1 obtained by the scan is the primary 
......... 1'>"" of the system. need to compensate for the phase shift error e 
by calibration with the constant c '"',u .• "',.. .. 
thenfliore the actual OVI:!rnleaa saved is minimal '"'VJ,A" ...... ""L the Motorola 
amounts to a phase is capable of convergence in just 12 to 16s. T 
0.29° for a 50Hz Non-concurrent 
same waveform on both input channels. The were sampled 
multiplexed and 149 out of samples of the same 
input sine wave The remaining 11 were a lout of 
(the quatization error) and are attributed to quantization 
a difference due to shifting. It is noted Hitachi 10-bit ADC is 
",o.~}o.U.L";;' of detecting differences through increased resolution, 
n'''LAI ... " ... r the overalllIlc.n::a:st: in error arising from a 0.29° phase error is well within 
limits. 
50% reduction in of multiplication operations also ... .., ....... "',,'" 
overhead, but only minimally so. This is especially true the Motorola 
as 8-bit be multiplied a simple routine requiring a 
..... ,,nu ........ of 21 (for signed operation) corresponding to 84 
amounts to around 
... ......... ", .. operation 
,.;;,\,u",,,,o.;;,u scan method would 
easily be 
to 
exactly the same ... "' ....... L 
to compute. 
sampling period. 
multiplication in the 
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converter means that two were treated 
as 16-bit words, the time to H .... LLUIJ~ 80J,1s, or 
clock cycles. 
light of the above it is concluded that, although may be viable as an 
OCM solution using a high sampling frequency, error introduced would be 
substantially higher than that of the standard method. the high sampling 
. frequency required to minimize the inherent error 
overhead beyond that of the standard power 
5.3 Power measurement using rectified inputs 
power measurement system using rectified inputs may allow 
converter resolution, as discussed in Section 4.8. HAUl""\T",,,.. YV.,,"",","'. 
. displayed in Table 4.7, and light 
required 
poor test 
accurate .... "'L;U.U" .... U ... ' .. process that remains COS:I-e][Ie(:ll prclpo:sea un,'LU,"'''' was 
mv'esllgaIeo further. Unless a more IS 
........ LJlUv, ... U ... 'u output error is too as an 
Power measurement using rms val of current and 
voltage 
methods of using the rms values of the current and to calculate the 
power were investigated and are discussed in Section of these methods 
were found to be viable as an OCM solution due to the reasons: 
use ofRMS-to-DC producing ASICs does not over 
presently employed measurement method 
use of RMS-to-DC transducers is not viable due to 
high inaccuracies 
calculation method a 
"" .... L''' ..... '''U ..... 'U method is considerably more ,",VJ.UIJL'-'.n. 











• The power factor 
possibly introducing error 
3rd harmonic 
• It is also highly 
frequency 
Several of these .,..,,,,,r.,,,,, are ...... "',, ... ,"""' ... 
Section 5 
Section 4.6.3 uses interpolation, 
inaccurate conjecture in 
.""' ..... , .. v~ .. " in line frequency, requiring a 
accurate 
more detail below. 
5.4.1 On-board RMS calculation using discrete samples 
to develop a viable RMS 
both input waveforms. The method ... """"" ...... "" ..... 
a 
A considerable was 
compute the RMS values 
Section 4.6.2.3 was Motorola MCU using and is proven 
to work to an ... "''','''IJ' .... 
amount of pr(Jice~;sOI 
However, this method a substantial 
reduction in overhead may be a look-up 
table for the uar'e-roOI .... UJ."''''vu, however as mentioned ... ""+,.""'" the of entries' 
required to .... 11-'1""' .. "", .. probably not be viable. 
5.4.2 Power _"",r'T""" ... a.' ........ '" 
The power factor """"u,j.",U.VU method described in was found to be 
not viable. This method was developed with the specific int~~ntion of minimising false 
zero-crossmg 
Since the RMS 
viability of the 
accurately ....... v ..... ",'1 
and increasing output resolution. 
"""'",U'!". method described above may a solution, the 
on the ability to measure power factor 
a thorough justification for developed power 
factor ....... ,<1<'1·'1'''' • ..,'''.,,- , .. ''-'UIU\.I is provided. The below are based on 
"''''''''V'"," with simulated the results 
inputs. 




power factor measurement me~tn()aC.IOj~'V is the error 
calculation is considerably is mainly due to the fact 
that a is divided, the remainder but is not utilized in 
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math routines with higher may be developed at the cost of 
considerably more processor overhead. 
til Susceptibility to dynamic 
factor calculation heavily on the that the line 
remains at a Should this measurement 
implemented, the line will have to be on a regular basis, 
before each phase calculation. The calculations will 
be measured line This is also 
at cost of more though. 
til processor overhead 
processor overhead for the described nrnHPT factor calculation is 
considerably large. both the current and channels must be "' ..... u..."',.,, ... 
m value ilnp, neither one be used to C0l1tlllUe 
is being Oel)emnne:o. Although this only 
.... "" •• ...., ..... of one RMS "" .. uv ........... " .. '" 
sampling while 
constitutes a maximum 
the same math .. Ul\ .. ,~.v." .. as the power calculations and .. n ..... liJ."'~ .. ,'h 
power factor calculation must these operations is therefore impossible. Thus 
completed before calculations may 
.. Zero-crossing highly dependant on wave shape 
. Although three algorithms were 
zero-crossing point, 
harmonic content '"'v •.• """ ....... .1 
to accommodate 
This reason for 
89 
tested to 
rei()mIS with a 
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Degrees 
The 3rd harmonic above has been accentuated for 
and such a content would very rarely occur. 
As can be waveform sampled (depicted as Total Current above) crosses 
the zeI'O-Inm:K half cycle. When determining the value the 
a 
the positive-verses-negative count begins at 
transition. For the example above, 
sample closest to 
~_ ... " .. _ at the 
at correct zero-crossing detection will occur. However, if 
starts at the sample taken at 1800 the zero requires.a 
cycles to place the CroSSlIlg 
an undel:enmIled amount 
"' .. ,,"' ... , ....... "' .. when compared to the Se(~Onla ...... , ....... "' • 
..,...,...,.u"," point would 
'I"Il'rlrrp,.,t phase 
Thus a 
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• Input Offset on one channel provides erroneous phase shift calculation 
Should the two channels contain different offsets, the phase shift calculation 




.600 .l ___________ ~ _______ ., _______ ~ _______ ......J 
Degrees 
I -Voltage M -Current [All 
5.2: Input waveforms with DC offset in current channel 
These two are m in phase, but due to the offset in the 1'11, ... "",,,t .... " ...... ,U .... , a 
phase dltteren<:e will be detected the zero-crossings are used, In this 
detecting of each signal would achieve better results, n""'UP'tTP" 
with 
previous bulleted point above would arise for u'!:Iu"'1~l'\rm 
content. One solution would be to high-pass filter the 
not only would this slow the power factor 
Y".I,UVU .. "vv""",,_ but would require considerable RAM and processor time over 
RMS calculations. 
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The PICREF .. 3 system - a Microchip MCU based 
approach 
The [14] system ...... ,,"' ... "'.,,"" .... in Section 4.9 a mixed the 
core of a power ""'1""1""'1"1 solution. It was decided that an OCM 
~"Clr",t'YI is not viable. mostly due to processor 
overhead requirements and necessity to measure the power to Section 
5.4.4). attributes justify this decision. 
The stipulated system measures the current and 
assumes "I",rA'Mm symmetry. 
the positive cycle 
does not ~V"'L'JA,'" to IECI036 "'''' ....... vu." since a 
load with rectification, such as a simple motor controller, would not 
be 
The analog conditioning is considerably The current 
sense circuitry sense would probably 
costs beyond those of the ore:sellt metering The use 
vol tage and current sense would further increase processor as well. 
the above it was decided that memory. processor overhead, 
and 
solution. 










Section 6 Techniques considered further 
Section 6: Techniques con~idered further 
4. 
5. 
The .... ",rrll"n 
solution are 
"''''1-'''''''''''' of these considered 
in the table on next page. 
discussed in further detail in the ensuing ""'1"1tU'\" 
93 
(Section 4.4) 
elOoment of an 

















Section 6 Techniques cOllSiclenld further 
Reason for inclusion 
.. currently used asmeasurement ....... " ... ,,'u 
in CASHPOWER units 







Power calculation method .. 
robust, proven and accumte 
implemented on 
minimal rocessor overhead .. 
.. output frequency as required for OCM 
Outputs .. calibration ' also for OCM 
calibration 
.. operamm similar to AD7755 .. ,",VU1VU',,;:O with lECI036 .. 
"Digital wattmeter using r-::====-====I-;-~~ill)it;;ru;thOciOjflij~~p;ru;;r---1 















.. possible method to COI1opensate voltage drift 
duetoteI1n rabue 
.. inherent "th,'<I"t·",ty'" of dc component 
.. 
.. 1Dl]:'lemkent4~d on MCU rocessor overhead 
.. I1nethodology similar to AD7755 
.. develo ed steI1n similar to OCM ro"eet 
.. stipulated algorithmic process similar to that 
required for OCM 














Section 6 - Techniques considered further 
6.1 Considerations for OCM Implementation Based on the 
AD7755 
Power-to-Frequency 
U"-'''''15<L''-' ..... primarily for the measuring 
is an Application Specific IC (ASIC) 
.:UU""U..,"-UHU",,", electrical energy. Due to 
........... v; ... and considering that aspects of simplicity of the 
such as phase 
measured, the viability 
based system is excellent. For 
examined. 
6.1.1 Peripherals 
methodology used to 
LHWUU:U inputs, it is aSS111mf~a 
similar device in order 
Furthermore, the internal 
analogue ground rails. The 
are unable to handle bipolar 
amplifiers to scale the ",u.uv~ .. ""'"' 
rms voltage and current need not 
methodology on a 
methodology was 
power described in Section 10 ""'''''1>-'''''' 
~'M"'-'- are bipolar. Since the AD7755 
"""''''11'''' contains an internal ____ .. "'_ 
rails for the input 
aSSllll1l€~a to operate with separate 
on both the Motorola MCV 




Therefore, if the methodology were to be mimicked, 
and current signals from transducers would have to and 
con verted to external components. two possible 
methods for aC(:onlpllsnmg to use separate digital and grounds, with 
the analog "'-L v' ......... V, to (2) to offset the input entire 
waveform within Microcontroller and use a 
single ground. 
In order to achieve an external bipolar nn\ll"' .. ~_ .. ,,,,. 1 IS 
Possible methods this are briefly discussed such as the 












The a v .... , .......... supply eliminates the of utilizing the Capacitive-
coupled runAlf""r ......... "AI".H used in the present units. Instead, a ... ",'"" ............ 
version of this ......... ".1"." developed to a bipolar supply. Other 
include using an .... "'.' ..... u ... charge pump or a CeIlteI·-taDD(~d transformer. All 
methods introduce into both the analogue modules 
,.,,,'I'l"\rr,,,,,. provides a source of "''''1''.'''''''''' flux and may The use a 
harmonic the meter power Furthermore, the power re(IUll~errlents 
of the meter be slightly higher to increased power losses. 
production costs would probably to the relatively high cost 
component and the added space reaUlfiemlent. n"'''U'~T complete 




meter and the mains supply 
of electrical shock. 
charge pump requires board spacethan a transformer, but high 
is introduced through switching action of the Most of 
obtain excellent -[Q.-nOlse ratios, attenuating the to 
The and current signals may 
AD7755 [16j. The " ...... JlU • .." 
obtained as recommended 
signals would to 
......... "F, Devices 
CQIlOUlcn;:a using 
differential amplifiers to ensure that the full-scale 
signals correspond to maximum specified line 
voltage and current 
and load current. 
1.2 Sampling- Digital Conversion 
AD7755 contains two "' ........... u •• v 16-bit ADCs for concurrent 
of both input signals. The Motorola and Hitachi one ADC that 
multiplexes each of the resoe(~trv'e inputs, introducing a error between 
input signals. 
conversion time of the 
extent of this phase error is dependent on 
as IMHz for "'\1''''''''''''1', 
maximum sampling rate of the Motorola 
within the stipulated error limits. At this speed 
The phase error 
Section 3 as 0.018°, corresl00nldlnlgtojust 
96 
\.I"""""''''''''' is computed in 












Section 6- considered further 
predicted that due to the relatively low resolution of the Motorola ADC, this would 
not detected. testing this (refer to Section 10.1.2). 
1.3 Internal Signal Conditioning 
The Channel 1 the LPF to extract power from instantaneous 
may both viable for implementation on a MCU. 
The lead associated with a HPF introduce considerable error 
h .. t',uP~·n the two channels. IJV"'''UJ,'''' method of overcoming this is to 
introduce an filter a similar aSSOCllate:a phase the 
.., .. " ..... ' .... An method of phase correction would be to time delay of 
the lU,,",U-I.'''''''''''U digital current signal into the multiplication ... rr.I""'''''' As an 
example, the sample t would be multiplied current of 
time t+ 1 to correct 
Preliminary research on several UAJ<,'UU algorithms indicated system would 
VIJ ... ,... a relatively slow reSDOltlSe time. Furthermore, signals containing severe Ot!l;ets 
exhibit clipping due to offsets multiplied by the first secondary 
. gains. light of these, it was decided to remove offsets using analog circuitry, 
need for a HPF to Section 1.1). 
6.1.4 Power Calculation Methodology 
The of the power calculation results in low overhead requirements a 
robustness that cannot be found analogue means. The multiplication and 
low-pass action to extract on 7755 are relatively 
easy to implement. method was the final solution In 
Section 8. 
1.5 Outputs 
outputs a digital pulse frequency directly proportional to energy 
expenditure. digital pulses are generated by low-pass filtering the instantaneous 











When this "" . .nLY"' .. is exceeded an output pulse is J:'..""LJ'''''''' The threshold constant 
and current gains, is dependent on frequency, input 
resolutions and quantity of energy determined Meter Constant 
corresponding to one This method of generating output pulses was utilised 
in the final OCM is discussed '-' .... ,,, .. v'AI 8. 
6.2 "Digital Wattmeter Using a Method" 
Turgel [4] presents a method of measuring average power by sampling instantaneous 
which the results are computed by numerical integration. voltage and currents 
Intercomparisons with an ""vi-"" ... ",. power measurement agreed within 0.02% 
from dc up to 1 kHz, possible exception factor. 
It was found nr.,'11I'>r and energy methods 
strongly based on 
previously Ul"' ....... ~."'v,..L. 
by Turgel, most notability that of the AD7755 
An important aspect of design is that of offset ""U'C<I.1""UI::;. mentioned in 
Section 4.1.5, sampling with a !lzero reading!! [4], 
connected via a to ground. This is 
correction and an 
for the through separate (Ul<UVI::'U.v 
aspect of Turgel's was incorporated in the final OCM 
Section 8. 
the inputs are 
as an offset 
memcla to COInp~::!nSate 
digital grounds. This 
presented in 
Several ofTurgel's other "''''':>''1'',).' considerations also nuu .. ",,,,,, ... ,..,. oeM design, 
and are discussed further ensuing three subsections. 
1 Analogue -"" .. ; ........ Conditioning 
does not 
signal-to-noise ratios, 
rectified current signals 
system error. 
lOrmaltlon regarding aspects 
of non-sinusoidal signals and 











Section 6 Techniques considered further 
use of signal instrumentation amplifiers with high common-mode voltage 
immunity preamplification the described suceptance to 
COrnmIOD--mC)oe noise and trade off, is at an increase in 
though solutions moderate common-mode 
reH~CtllOn ratios are available today. 
Although the phase shift and errors introduced by 
they influence the overall accuracy if implemented. 
"_''' __ P''' ____ however, as as phase 
devices is neglected, 
influence may 
channels ~"'u ......... '" 
UU,lU~JlU;U [16]. 
The '-'u" .. ...,..., of shunt in the 
to 
to 
at a full-scale load of 
this magnitude 
is required to 
system allows a current 
the purpose 
would not be viable COIISl(lermg 
power ..... ,,,'ujJ ..... ,, ... 
VrmsI nns = 0.5 x 80 == 40W 
ofO.5V rms to 
use of a shunt to 
current 
device would 
at power factor. This is unacceptable according to IECI036 specifications [17]. 
Two exist though; (1) use a current signal tralnst,Qrnrler with a relatively 
low input/output ratio, or (2) use a impedance 
report 
""I'?'""",,'p. the 
Refer to 7 a 
6.2.2 Sampling Timing and Resolution 
Although used external SIH and ND converters, 
easily conducted by an on"Qoara ND I',.., .. "".rt"",." 
""'AJl~"JAH'E; lUH.HE; and resolution reoluir'emLents of the described 
OJ,","'''''''''''' to implement without introducing external components, 
The .. .."u .. ,,, ... refresh time of around 1 " ....... vuu indicates that, with 
of 60Hz and the total samples (N = 512) 
the power measurement is for 59 
measures the 1.67% of the time and 
of these 















Section 6 - Tecbniquesconsidered further 
to IEC1036 specifications. However, this slow refresh rate 
use of a relatively slow It should be noted that 
attributed to the . 
improvements Bve 
with those been achieved the of modem prc)ce:ssors \A.I1UJJc,u 
available in 1974. 
The described [4] uses a with a binary frequency to generate the 
pulses used to initiate S/H and AID converters. Although alows the system to 
be frequency independent. the implementation of the PLL would increase costs. 
The IS-bit AID converters provide substantially higher resolution compared with the 
10-bit and 8-bits of the and Motorola AID converters respec:nvel 
6.2.3 Power Computation Algorithm 
The computation 
once a second. 
1 performed by orocessor at a rate of about 
TTl",,, .. ,cn processors such as Hitachi 
Motorola .. ... "' ......... that are able to conduct this computation in 
. acceptable times (in of several hundred microseconds values oW). 
Thus implementation of Equation 4.1.3 may well be viable as power calculation. The 
required arithmetic operands, multiplication, division, adi.tion and subtraction, are 
easily implemented on an Sbit MCU, even for 16,24 and 32-bit 
In summary. the described nnr"th'M is sound, robust and 
used in measurement devices 
6.3 "Digital Power Metering Manifold" 
The power metering algorithm described by Younget al [9] in 
theoretical basis as proved Section 2.2 of this report and in the 
discussed above. 
The described algorithm is pri mari I y on 
Turgel. with a inclusion of the latter 
4.3.3 is an innovative ~'U"·I'\'!S"'''' that ensures any offset (dc) in the 
currently 
has a solid 
by Turge~4] 
orol00sc~a by 
• of Equation 
signals do not 











Section 6 - T""·h ... ,,, ... ,,.,, considered further 
HPF one or both of the input channels. An inherent advantage of this method is that 
voltage and current samples, as well as the instantaneous power, be summed 
itinerant, is, during the sampling implementation 
HPF would introduce an associated the need 
compensation in the other. This is not the case 
In spite of these advantages, this method was not as the final OCM solution 
three reasons; (1) offsets the signals are multiplied by pre-ADC 
and waveform so that it unipolar, (2) the 
resulting waveform clipping for the same reason, and (3) the increased 
",-"_",,:,,,n overhead does not justify the increased accuracy, considering that a suitable 
means of removing the otl:!;ets using simple a,,~uvJ;U" means was found 
6.4 "Digital Sampling Laboratory Wattmeter" 
The digital sampling wattmeter presented by 
concept pioneered Turgel [4]. 
[6] is also 
to 
on 
Referring to Section 4.2, of the conditioning this <'" .... ,''''' ...... is conducted 
externally an analogue domain and as shown Figure is "'A',,, .. ,,. use 
multiple input ranges the current and voltage channels are not required for 
as remain constant the stipulated utility meters. However, the use of the 9 
solid-state switches for the voltage 12 for current a 
possible solution to the input A two-stage gam 
~_UA""''' was developed for the OCM solution presented Section 8 loosely 
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Section Preliminary OCM Design Considerations 
Several_~u ....... .,,, ..... ,.1'1",, concerning the final OCM solution are presentea 
section. In addition, several of the tradeoffs encountered whilst 
are also 
Based on the so it has been concluded that in OCMto 
be viable must be met: 
It to an relevant specifications as stipulated 036 
a a 2 1). 
It The must viable- the 
all components and manufacturing 
± utility unit. OCM solution, including the 
current should ideally cost less than this. 
must be robust and exhibit long term stability 
to any of these constraints autIDmi3.tlcall'V be excluded 
system should ideally to 
a proven theoretical 
It All must be commercially 
It All "V"", ... ", r.nj""l1't" must be available in a form '"'VAU"' .......... '" 
course investigation it has further following 












Section 7 - Preliminary OCM Design Considerations 
• processor overhead 
• memory requirements 
.. number of components 
.. ease of to 
7.1 System Tradeoffs 
overall cost) 
cost) 
It is important to that, as with any "" ..... ",'~ ... there are tradeoffs criteria that 
must be optimized. most tradeoffs the OeM design 
are: 
• Cost versus Accuracy 
This is usually the fundamental tradeoff measurement QUQ1r",rn Increasing 
the system accuracy> either through hardware or software, eln~Ctl man 
increase in production costs. Increasing processing by using 
"AM,""'A preCIsIon for example, in an increase in component 
costs. Increasing the accuracy of software-based arithmetic operands, example, 
increases the need 
component costs. 
a more powerfulIJHJ ........... vl 
is also true. 
.. Accuracy versus Processor Overhead 
also resulting in an 
........ " •• """"" ... ,'J'. the or resolution of algorithmic modules increases 
in 
overhead. Moreover, increasing the number of algorithmic or 
complexity required pro;essor 
G .. ,t..,."" .... optimization versus Firmware optimization 
resolves to a tradeoff between hardware intensity and processqr 
an increase in the A reduction in the required hardware results 
complexity of the firmware. 1his effectively results an increased prolces:sor 
implemented Oflliom'o 
""r'''''''''''' processor requirements, 
overhead. For example. if a hardware HPF 
the firmware required to .. "I" .... " ..... , ... this would 











Section 7 - Preliminary OCM Design Considerations 
7.2 Transducer Considerations 
In order to develop the final OCM algorithm, it was important to decide what 
transducers would used to attain the input signals. The primary function of a 
"transducer" or a "sensor" is as an .. n'~TT"",l converter[18]; converting information from 
one physical this case a current or voltage, to another; usually 
a form that can be interfaced to the measurement system. In this report, the term 
"transducer" refers to a device that outputs an electrical signal, either a current (J 
voltage, representing an input signal, also voltage or current. 
Four basic transducer types (Le. those that do not perform any type of operation on 
the acquired and two more complex were considered. These are 
• Current transformers 
• Current shunts 
• Voltage trrutlst()rm 
• Resistive network as a voltage divider 
• RMS value producing current voltage transducers 
main influences relating to the transducers described in 
• External noise (EMI. resonance. et 
• Dynamic frequency response 
• harmonics. 
• Overvoltages and currents 
• Voltage and current spikes 
• Dynamic physical conditions of temperature and humidity 
Table 7.1 on the ensuing 
devices. 
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Transducer 
Signal Processing Main Sources of 
Cost Considerations Error 
• Secondary 
Low 
burden • 1% to 3% for variance load • 
commercial Output • 
Current • Low output voltage - 0.3% to 2.4% for ANSI loading (high Medium requires active gain • Medium 
Transformer class impedance) to High .. Poor signal-to-noise ratio 
EMI .. 
• isolation Dynamic .. 
ratio error .. hase shift 
Current Shunt " Very low impedance 
output-requires large input " Dynamic error 
on " Shunt loading • No isolation provided temperature coefficient .. Temperature Medium Good • Low output voltage - • better than drift 
active gain for • Induced noise 





variance .. 1% for .. Output .. Difficult to calibrate 
commercial transformers loading (low Medium 
without external amplifier 
better than 1 % for impedance) to High 
Medium 
output - good • • transformers EM! • ratio 
" Dynamic • Provides isolation ratio error 
• Phase error 
resistors 
.. Dynamic error 
• Loading of .. Proven method (currently dependant on 
used in Cashpower units) temperature coefficient output (low 
• output • Typical error of impedance) 
does not require between 200llQIK and • Induced noise Low Excellent • Minimal 
• signal-to-noise ratio .. Tolerance may be 
• calibrated for 
• Small physical size calibration 
• No isolation rovided 
RMS • Provide rms information Nominal accuracy of .. • Direct interfacing with 0.5% Not Very Not Transducers MCU • .. Dynamic error not considered high viable • provided 











1 Current Transformer 
V ..... eL"'.'u transformer is primarily to V.., .... l>< a 
one for measurement DUIDO!;es. 
(both current and voltage) is that ."'VU .... LVU hetwej~n 
is obtained. 
current signal representing a 
... UL' .... "" ... of transformers 
and secondary circuits 
For lower accuracy measurements, the a transformer is 
connected in series with the load, in "' ........ "'",,1' to the line-to-line connection for 
potential and power transformers. winding is usually connected to a 
low-impedance load to reduce This is depicted as: 
LOAD 
Figure 7.1: 
where Vp and Vs are the nrllm!:n'"l.! 
secondary (complex) " ..... 1.", .. "'. 
transformer ratio. 
Thus, the Vi"' ... "",", across 
load current <;;I('('nr,f'!1n,o 
= 
The transformer ...,. ........ . 
standard current frfll~.<:fl'1'rm,"" 
secondary voltages, Ip and Is are the 1-'111.""" 
is a low impedance secondary load, and 
load, Vs, is directly proportional to 
x 
resistance and tnClUCtarlce not 















Section 7 - Preliminary OCM Considerations 
of current are stipulated by the turns ratio of the 
......... }', to the primary, or by the nameplate (input-output) ratio. 
to the ratio of the input 
the example depicted by 
to the and is correct a given 
7.1, the ratio be Ts: Tp 
and the na]nelplate ratio would the numerical value 
usually in integer values (e.g. several of obtaining desired 
current traltlstornner ratios, however are not within scope of report. 
type of current transformer used in accuracy solutions is the 
"windowed" transformer, so called because the primary is passed through a 
"window" the core of the transformer. device is not required to connect in 
with the Although more costly 
more accurate results and obtain isolation the 




1Pl .' Isl~~ 
ANSI { 
,----------,. l 1~ 
7.2: Typical L-OJ1ne,cnO'nSJf01 high-precision transformer 
.... nlm!:lY·'V current n!:l<;:<;:pc;:' via a wire conductor 1"h .... "'"I"1'> the core transformer, 
and a secondary current is subsequently induced windings. 
particular ofthese nPlll(,f'''' was '.,,",_'~_' the ANSI ."..#>.1"", .......... class 
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Current Transformer Accuracy 
criteria to implementing a current high 
measurements is uu..' .... .., ..... on the secondary of the 
is the impedance COl1De:cte:Q to the transformer and ".!Su.u."' ...... u 
",H-,>(>t", the dynamic error value is generally or 
(volt-amps). 
Typical accuracy current transformers generally 
±1 % to ±3% at full-scale for burdens ranging from 0.5VA and above. 
this range do not comply with IEC1036 regulations and these 
therefore not considered. 
example, 
from CR Magnetics [19] are: 
however, feature more 
ANSI Class 
Class@60Hz Turns 
Ratio BO.I BO.2 BO.S BO.9 B1.8 
50:5 0.3% 0.6% 0.9% 1.2% 2.4% 
an~)1o:rrners were 
errors. As an 
." ..... "' .... 1- Transformers 
Table 7.2: ANSI Current Transformer Accuracy for various burdens 
The headings at the table BO.I through BI.8 accuracy of the 
h"".rl", ... placed on the BO.I 
means a ....... ,,"" ........ .., .... ''''''''''' on the secondary 
The accuracies burden values are 
scale reading . .... PY·C'Pl'T ""~"'" .. "'r·" means that the reading 
at the burden listed will within the percentage 
are a full-
transformer 
to 5 turns 
ratio transformer with a primary current of 50 Amps will output 5 0.3% into 
a 0.1 ohm The current in the secondary will be somewhere 
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It is critical to Ull(lennaIU1 that the <l1"f"l1r~~I"U are 
accuracy only maintained from 
should be selected so that the majority 
scale range 
Table it is that 
accuracy. purpose 
be as low as possible to maintain a high 
the transfonner is highly dependent on 
value resistors, such as those displayed in 
will 
full scale and up. 




stability of this 
7.2, are highly 
of the 
the transfonner 
the 20 to 100% full-
current 
burden should 




""'''_Tn , 0""'''''''0 res:lstors must be employed. 
errors introduced by these devices is minimal (data not Should phase 
errors be introduced, these may for using digital phase 
techniques. 
"01"1'11"0 the ett~:!ctlverless 
error IS "''-I" .... ''"',<J dependent 
"",e'",,~.. due to 
error 
relatively low 
frequency stipulated in IEC regulations, the amount dynamic phase 
error introduced may probably be neglected. 
the dynamic 
may 
error introduced U"-"J"","." fluctuations 
ll ... l; .... '..,~ ... u. Current bandwidths are 
applications with the 036 specified 
IS 
those 
range (45Hz to and subsequent harmonics (up to the 7th hannonic). 
sources of error re~~arjC1ln.!! current an!;to:nners include external HU; .. t;,U""~'''' and 
elelctr()m~lgnletlC fields, input fluctuations in .. u"..,.,J.n 
The exact "',L""'~''''''~ of these factors not been considered, and'will 
be investigated further should this device be recommended as the current transcluceI 
Transformer Cost 
Standard commercial current tra:nSlorrnel~S from CR Magnetics, Inc. with operating 











Section 7- OCM Design Considerations 
metering applications, but low accuracy ratings, were found to cost 
around $22 to per unit Magnetics Current Transformer ........... "1".""1. 
more applicable transformers ran:gea from $120 unit 
Current Shunt 
A current shunt may be ,",ViJ';:)'''''"''- to be a low-impedance 
be neglected). 
resistive device (i.e. 
it minimal inductance that 
fromEML , .... ", .... fh use current IOnlllTlTIO to obtain CASHPOWER 
relating to current. 
A connection a current is as follows. 
LOAD 
Z(load) 
7.3: Typical shunt connection 
RShunt is impedance (in and Vshunt is voltage across 





If the device is considered to resistive, a reasonable [16], then no 
phase error will be introduced between measured voltage Vshunt and the 
current I)oad. 
The source of errors shunt operation is impedance due to 
"Tn,,,,, ... ,-,," of shunt ambient and self-induced temperature [16]. The 











Section 7 - Preliminary OCM Design Considerations 
the of error analysis, load ImlJeaanc:e is also considered be purely 
thus Zload Rload. Let Re be the ""'C1ct':.nr'p the shunt, 
""H" ... .u"" .... Thus, from represent the nominal value the shunt 
Rshunt 
7.3, noting 
1 shunt ::: ----,-==------,- [7.3] 
and thus, from Equations and 7.3 
[7.4] 
and combining Equations 7.3 and 
[7.5] 
a full-scale load of 80A rms at 240V rms, the impedance is a (minimum) 
value approximately A nominal shunt value of around O.5mQ is assumed, and 
the error due to temperature fluctuation is ext:rernel small compared 
in the denominator 
is reduced to 
the load ,,,.uu,,,,,, and shunt ... """, .. "1'·'3nr·,,, Thus value 
term above may be U .... Jt;,l .... "'."" .... for "LH1IJAJL"'H Equation 
Vshunl(nOm) X Rshun, (1 ± Rx) 
Vshunt(nom) is the no:mllnal value of the 
resistance. 
Thus the peI'ceIlta,~e output error arising 
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and since Rx may be stated in percentage terms of Rshunt, it is clear from Equation 7.7 
that the output error is directly related to the percentage error of the shunt value from 
its nominal value. Thus 
output error [%] = shunt variance [%] 
It should be noted that this relationship also applies to the secondary burden of the 
current transformer discussed in Section 7.2.1, since both of these are linear systems. 
The shunt resistance fluctuation due to temperature may be expressed either in terms 
of percent increase per degree [+%fC] or in terms of parts per million (ppm). Specific 
data for the particular shunts required this report was not found. However, shunt value 
fluctuations are usually very low [16] providing an output accurate enough to comply 
with IEC1036 specifications. 
Prices for these devices are unknown, however it is assumed that they are more cost-
effective than the current transformers previously mentioned as these are presently 
used in the CASHPOWER units. 
7.2.3 Voltage (Potential) Transformer 
A voltage transformer is mostly used to provide a scaled voltage signal from the 
secondary windings proportional to the voltage across its primary windings. An 
inherent advantage of this device is it provides electrical isolation between the 
















Section 7 ~ 
with the current transfonner, the 
output should be fed into a high .... ,"''''''', ...... ,''''' 
erroneous results. 
Voltage transfonner bandwidths are above 
applications with the lEe 1 036 specified 
IS 
to 





Main sources of error introduced by voltage are similar to current 
transfonners. These include electromagnetic fields, high-frequency 
"'v.,.,,"' .... fluctuations in ambient input frequencY[16]. Accuracies for 
devices are also similar to ranging from 1 % and worse, 
although high-precision versions are at increased costs. 
7.2.4 Resistive network as a divider 
A voltage divider also be used to scale the 
line voltage to more is as follows: 
resistive voltage divider 


















Section 7 - Preliminary OeM 
the output it should be fed 
"' ... .,.., ...... the load resistance effectively decreases of 
of the divider and producing erroneous 
If it can be assumed that the divider impedances that are resistive, 
that is, they no inductance, the output will contain no phase error. All resistors 
contain some 
theoretically 
of inductance, however, and a marginal phase is 
vu.u.,,,,'u.. This is usually and for the "I-'I..f ..... "''' .... at hand may 
be "_,..' __ 
The two sources of error using a voltage as the 
to temperature. one depicted 1 0.5 are resistor tOl(~rallCe and fluctuations 
Resistor is usually stated over a dynamic range, that over the complete 
nr""", .. dissipation. a lill ... "'., .... ., .. " ... a tolerance is 
rated as lkn ± 1 % (± x%1 ()). 
Tolerances be compensated for calibration simply by adjusting either Rl 
or 
nominal 
to obtain the desired VR2.However. will accurate for the 
temperature only. Temperature drifts resistance of both 
change as a linear 
thus 
the 
resistors in the 
between them will 
"'A(;Ulll~l'" below: 
'"" ..... ,,,"',., ..... with same tenlpe:rature "'v.".u.j''''' .... , ... u, 
Let 
remain constant. 
temperature coefficient of both resistors in 
7.8 may be modified to 
114 
is illustrated 
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the common term, (l±O.0005/o) aellormrlat(U and numerator 
helretl)re IS back to Equation 7.8. 
resistors can be considered to be both 
constant. 
of both the 
output voltage will remain 
In practice, however, these assumptions not hold true, and error arising from 
dynamic temperature does occur. Actual numerical values this error may be 
determined using empirical it is predicted they will remain within 
tolerable limits using high 
bandwidth of even is many times greater than that required 
for the application at 
Other sources dividers are induced 
and (minimal) phase Long term 
resistors may be neglected for same reason as the temperature drift, that 
drift of both resistors is ideally same. 
The use of high-precision 
voltage transformer. 
as a voltage divider is more cost-effective 
7.2.5 RMS value producing current and voltage transducers 
As menwone:a. of this report, transducers containing 
emoellm::u C~DmpOIlen.IS to produce output voltages and currents proportional to the 
rms and load current, respectively, are "'V.iU""'l 
of these are 
a 
provided cost of these as options 
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1.3 Preliminary Conclusions Regarding Final OCM Design 
on the research presented to this the following conclusions an 
solution been drawn: 
• The cannot use any external rms-to-dc components, including rms 
transducers ASICs 
• The on-board multiplexed MCV converter is sole analog-to-digital 
interface that may used to obtain digital representation of the input 
• All power calculations must be performed by 
• The system must use a resistor-divider network to obtain the input voltage 
(refer to section 10) 
• The must use a current to obtain a voltage signal proportional to 
current to section 10) 
• system must present the output as a pulse frequency 
proportional to real 











Section 8 - Proposed OeM Solution 
Section 8: Proposed OeM S'olution 
Based on the research presented in the previous sections, a final OCM design was 
developed. The design is presented in this section in three parts, namely an overview 
of the entire design, a breakdown of the OCM firmware algorithms, and the peripheral 
hardware. Although several aspects of the design pertain to both the hardware and 
firmware modules, they are discussed separately in Sections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 with 
cross-references made where applicable. 
8.1 Overview 
8.1.1 Test Version 
As part of the terms of reference for this project specified by EML, the system is 
required to output a digital pulse train, which when integrated represents expired 
energy. Although the system is not required to display any information regarding the 
sampled signals, line frequency, power factor, etc, it became necessary during the 
development stages to monitor these parameters, both as a diagnostic tool for error 
analysis, and also to verify several assumptions regarding offsets, signal distortions, 
etc. 
For this reason two separate algorithms were developed, using the same signal 
conditioning and power supply circuitry. One of these, hereafter referred to as the test 
version, does not output a digital frequency, but relays data directly to a host PC via 
an opto-isolated serial communications link using the standard RS232 protocol. A 
dedicated Borland C (Version 3.1) program was written for the data logging that 
outputs files read directly by Microsoft. The data is then displayed graphically and 
various checks are performed to confirm the results computed by the MCU. 
The uploaded data consists of 10 fundamental cycles of 41 samples of voltage and 
current, and the resulting real power information. Thus a total of 410 samples of 
voltage and of current are uploaded, and 10 values representing the real power over 











Section 8 • Proposed oeM Solution 
result, later converted to real power 
output error for the respective 
an Excel macro, is used to calculate 
test version was mostly 
accuracy, is not ",v •• "u.,,,, ... ,,,u. 
many functions and modules not 
optimised. Furthermore, it 
tool and to measure the system 
solution. The algorithm contains 
terms of reference, and not 
information r"" ..... <>rn," 
energy, merely instantaneous power, however the latter is Ull',.,"'U 
expired energy when mt'cgt'ate:a over and may therefore be used to ael:enmrte 
system error. 
In light of this, the test 
All of the actual power 
low-gain crossover 
officialOCM 
made in Sections 
is not discussed in detail this 
oaramete:rs such as sampling 
algorithms, are the same as 
rpt'''rr~'n to as the final version. 
teSlmgresults) to some of the data 
are 
the test version, along with <;1PV'PT'l'I sampled signals. 
communications link the isolated coupling 
presented in Annexure 
is 
8.1.2 Final OeM Solution 
The final OCM solution is primarily based on that of the AD7755[16][3] m 
Section 4.1 0 and 6.1, that voltage and current samples are multiplied to produce 
instantaneous rormatlo:n. A cumulative summer then this to a running 
sum, etlectlve instantaneous power HU,'VAAJIun"vu to provide average 
power. IS 0 .. ,,,,,,, .. <>1" .. output pulses meter constant. 
in 
A functional block r.'"'f'''U''''''''' of the "",,,,"c<>,,,,, 8.1, and aU 
schematic 
discussed 
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Peripherals 
8.2.1 Two Stage Current Gain 
The system contains four input channels, a high-gain (low range) current a 
(high range) current channel, an offset channel, a single voltage 
two-stage 
effective 
to increase the 
nn1,1JP'11Pr remains the same for the low 
"'u ..... u,."'." respectively, and is determined MCU 
8-bit ADC on Motorola a maximum resolution of 2-8 =of . 
full scale is possible for each channel respectively. However, the is auto-
ranging and 
When this occurs, 
uses both channels to digitised current signal. 
lower range of digitised waveform contains a 
higher using a single channel. 
two current ",."' ...... '" Figure 8.1, correspond to the outputs of the 
first and second respectively. When the load current exceeds a ........ n. ......... u 
threshold, system automatically samples from the low-gain The 
of the is used to sample current signal for larger load currents (starting at 
versa. The crossover point from high-gain to low-gain 
cn~lnnlel is set to a sampled value on the 
first is set to 44, to 16. values were after 
conducting many simulations, 
point and maximum resolution. 
Section 9, to provide the Anr· ....... " 
terms load current, crossover point is calculated as 
crossover 
maximum allowable input ADC swing is ± cOITeSpOltlaS to 
,"',.. •• ""1''''' sampled of + 127 and a two's '"'v ....... "" ... "' ... """"" ...... h 
however a ... y" ..... ~, .. .., ...... .,,,,"" .. swing is assumed simplicity. Thus 
a scaling factor between input and the value. The 
second to first stage crossover voltage is thus ± 120 x 2.362V. 
With and G j = corresponds to a shunt output of 












Section 8 - Proposed OeM Solution 
Th ' d I f V 3.36mV 3 V fi . 'd I IS correspon s to an nns va ue 0 shunt{rms) = .J2 = 2. 7m or smusOl a 
wavefonns. Thus channel crossover occurs at a load current of 
2.37mV 
l'oad{rms) = = 4.745A 
500j.J.D. 
All load currents below this value are sampled exclusively using the high-gain 
channel. Currents above this are sampled using both channels and the secondary gain 
of 16 is accounted for in finnware. This is discussed further in Section 8.#.(algorithm) 
8.2.2 Input Signal Offset Compensation 
Since the MCU ADC is unipolar and the input signals are necessarily bipolar (refer to 
Section 8.4), separate analogue and digital grounds are used. The analogue ground 
(AGND) is held constant at +2.5V with respect to the digital (DGND), and the digital 
supply rails are thus ±2.5V with respect to analogue ground. In order to convert the 
(unipolar) sampled signals to bipolar ones, the analogue ground is also sampled and 
regarded as an offset, which is subtracted from them, as shown in Figure 8.2. 
300 ~----~-------------------------------------~ 







-100 +-------------....... ---:>I(--------------------'\_--711-~ 
-150 .L-___________ ~ __________________________ ____.J 
1 __ Resulting Signal --Sampled Signal Offset 1 
Figure 8.2: Unipolar signal offset compensation 
Since the relative difference between the two grounds is assumed to remain 
reasonably constant, AGND is only sampled once per fundamental cycle (50Hz), 
saving on processor overhead. 
As is seen in Figure 8.1, the low gain current signal is inverted. This is compensated 
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ralJtleters were aet:errmrlea 




a worst-case IS 
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Section 8 - Proposed OeM Solution 
The complete developed system is shown below. 
Figure 8.5: Complete hardware system 
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Section 8 - Proposed OeM Solution 
500~V, thus making it a reasonable substitute for investigating the phase and gain 
response. The device does not feature rail-to-rail output swing and slightly higher 
supply rails of ±3V were used to compensate. The input signal is simulated using a 
lmV amplitude voltage source with a lOO~V offset. 
The resulting gain response for the frequency range 10Hz to 1MHz is depicted below. 
- 25 7-------------------------------- - ---------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Figure 8.14: Gain response for simulated circuit 
As may be seen, the gain is satisfactory for the required frequency range of 50Hz to 
250Hz, and attenuates near the calculated cut-off frequency of 48kHz. Using the 
intercept value in Figure 8.14 the gain at 10Hz is calculated as 
27.115 
gain loHz = 2 x 10 20 = 45.37 
The version of MicroSim used does not allow plotting of the phase response when 
sweeping the frequency. Consequently, the phase shift at the fundamental frequency 
as well as the 3rd, 5th and i h harmonics were measured discretely and the results are 
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Frequency Time shift Corresponding Phase 
(t) (t,) shift (<I» 
50Hz Os 00 
150Hz 55 s 2.97u 
250Hz 100 s 9.00° 
350Hz 104 s 13.10 
Table 8.2: Phase response of simulated circuit 
The output error was calculated as follows : 
and error[%] = (1- cos(¢)) xl 00 
Resulting power output 






Since any phase shift will result in an erroneous power factor measurement of cos( ~), 
the measured output will be accurate to this value. The increasing error at higher 
frequencies has a lesser effect on the overall output since these harmonics are usually 
much smaller than the fundamental frequency. 
8.4.1.4 Voltage-Signal Processing Hardware 
The signal representing the line voltage is acquired using a resistor-network voltage 
divider, as depicted in Figure 8.1S. The required voltage division is achieved using 
four series connected 100ill 1I8W resistors (Rl through R4) and a 4.7kn multi-tum 
trimming potentiometer (RS) for fine adjustment. The theoretically ideal value for RS 
is calculated as follows: 
Vma " s [ 1 =.fi x 264V = +373.4V [17] In max amp 
VADC(in)[maxlamp = +2.5V(maximum allowable ADC input) 
RS 2.S.v 3 ( lid ' l' l' ) ------- = ~ -- as ca cu ate usmg Exce Slmu atlOns 
Rl + R2 + R3 + R4 373.4.v 448 
and therefore RS = 400k x 2.S = 2.678kn 
373.4 
Motorola stipulate that the MCU ADC inputs should be presented with a source 
impedance of less than 10ill in order to avoid attenuation through loading. Hence the 
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8.15: Schematic rpnrp~Pnf1nO the division rlr,~'Jlln 


















Figure 8.16: Aliasing Effects 
Section 8 - Proposed OeM Solution 
2048 
This illustrates how frequency components above the Nyquist frequency get imaged 
or folded back down below 1024Hz. In the example shown it can be seen that only 
frequencies near the sampling frequency will move into the low frequency band of 
interest. Thus a simple RC LPF may be used to attenuate these high frequencies and 
prevent distortion in the band of interest. This single pole filter exhibits a roll off of -
20dBs/dec for frequencies above the cut-off frequency. 
Since these filters exhibit a phase response, it is imperative that all the anti-aliasing 
filters be matched in order to ensure no phase error is introduced between the 
channels. Even so, phase mismatch can easily occur due to poor component tolerances 
in the LPF. Since the resulting error is more pronounced at lower cut-off frequencies, 
these should be set as high as possible [16]. However, the comer frequency should not 
be set too high, as this could allow enough high frequency components to be aliased 
and so cause accuracy problems in a noisy environment. The chosen frequency of 
around 800Hz using a 200kn 1 % resistor and a 100nF 5% capacitor is a reasonable 
compromise. 
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Section 8 - Proposed OeM Solution 
circuitry was constructed on Veriboard and several plates between the high-voltage 
inputs and the low current-signal inputs were grounded to reduce induced noise 
between them. 
8.4.3.1 Grounding 
All analogue ground nodes in the system were connected to a common point to reduce 
induced noise and increase the effectiveness of the common-mode rejection, with the 
exception of the negative output of the shunt. Grounding of this type was not 
necessary for the digital ground as sufficient de-coupling was included near all the 
relevant digital devices. 
One place where correct grounding is essential is on the shunt. There are three 
connections to the shunt. One pair of connections provides the current sense inputs, of 
which one is connected to ground indirectly through the current signal differential 
input of A 1 in Figure 8.10, and the third connection is the ground reference for the 
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The actual shunt used is shown below. 
Figure 8.20: Actual shunt circuitry 
As may be seen, a twisted wire pair was used to connect the differential output to the 
peripheral circuitry. The ground reference connection is also visible. 
The actual shunt resistance is shown in Figure 8.19 as R SHI (= 500~Q). R SH2 is the 
resistance between the VI N input terminal and the system ground reference point. 
This resistance is much smaller than R SH 1 and thus the ground reference and VI N are 
essentially at the same potential, except for the common-mode noise induced on the 
twisted wire pair connecting VIP and VIN to the current-signal conditioning 
circuitry. 
When used at low frequencies the shunt can be considered as a purely resistive 
element with no significant reactive elements [16]. The shunt used in this project was 
considered to be purely resistive and the parasitic inductance was not compensated 
for. This is a reasonable assumption since the buffering action of the operational 
amplifiers reduces the effect of the inductance considerably. In addition, the effect of 
the inductance is considerable only at very low shunt resistances (in the order of 
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Section 9 - Microsoft Excel Simulations 
Section 9: Microsoft Excel Simulations 
A Microsoft Excel worksheet was used to assess the influence of both internal and 
external factors before conducting hardware testing. Once the optimal set of 
parameters was found using this worksheet, the system was built and tested. The 
Excel worksheet proved valuable as a timesaving mechanism and allowed the cost-
effective testing of various combinations of parameters. The entire worksheet has 
been included on the CD accompanying this report. 
Simulations using data in the discrete domain were conducted using various Visual 
Basic Macros created for this purpose. The input parameters considered in the 
simulations are depicted in a screen capture of the Parameters sheet of the spreadsheet 
below. 
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Figure 9.2: Graph depicting simulated current signals with a 3A load current 
In the first case, no clipping occurs on the high-gain channel and the signal does not 
exceed the switching threshold value of 120. Thus the final signal is comprised 
entirely of the high-gain channel samples. The load current for this example was set to 
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Figure 9.3: Graph depicting simulated current signals with a 7A load current 
In this case, the high-gain channel signal exhibits clipping of the peak values and the 
signal crosses the switching threshold for 5 samples on the positive cycle. The final 
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I--+-Stage 1 Gain --Stage 2 Gain Signal Used I 
Figure 9.4: Graph depicting simulated current signal with a 60A load current 
In this example, the final signal is comprised entirely of the low-gain signal with the 
load current set to 60A. 
9.2 Sampling Parameters 
Two of the main parameters assessed when conducting the simulations are the 
sampling frequency and ADC resolution. The influence of these parameters on the 
overall system accuracy is complex to determine stochastically, especially when 
considering noisy input signals containing multiple harmonics and when measuring 
over a large dynamic range. Using simulated data to assess the influence of these 
parameters greatly facilitated the determination of their optimal values. 
The ADC conversion time was incorporated in the signal calculations as a relative 
phase error between the voltage and current channels. The Motorola MCU ADC 
conversion time of 16J..l.s corresponds to a 0.288 0 phase error at 50Hz. This error is 
increased for the 3rd and 5th harmonics, which must both be incorporated in the energy 
calculation [17], but was assumed to be static for the simulations. 
The main trade-off regarding the sampling frequency is between accuracy and 
processor overhead. Oversampling at higher frequencies increases accuracy at the cost 
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Section 9 - Microsoft Excel Simulations 
~ ~Ie ~dit ~iew Insert FQI'mat IDols Qata ~indow tielp 
___ E 
2.916815472 Full SCleen t3 
~Iose Full Screen 
Tim~[ms] Phas~ Angl~ [d~g] 
Continuous Variabl~s I 
Nominal·Voltag~ Signal [V] Current Signal [A]' 
0 0 0.Q1 0.000215968 
1 0.9765625 17.578125 0.639179061 0.001289681 
2 1.953125 35.15625 1.209600399 0.002257427 
3 2.9296875 52.734375 1.667993551 0.003024398 
3.90625 70.3125 1.971550136 0.003536936 
4.8828125 87.890625 2.091921635 0.003728062 
5.859375 105.46875 2.017866804 0.003597465 
6.8359375 123.046875 1.75630147 0.003147866 
8 7.8125 140.625 1.331652675 0.002439036 
9 8.7890625 158.203125 0.783577487 0.001496561 
10 9.765625 175.78125 0.163259507 0.000449021 
11 10.7421875 193.359375 ·0.471371059 ·0.000636416 
12 11.71875 210.9375 ·1.061047384 ·0.001635777 
13 12.6953125 228.515625 ·1.550700822 ·0.002469766 
14 13.671875 246.09375 ·1.894603658 ·0.003037177 
15 14.6484375 263.671875 ·2.060639521 ·0.003317201 
16 15.625 281.25 ·2.033302668 ·0.003265544 
17 16.6015625 298.828125 ·1.81514603 ·0.002884267 
18 17.578125 316.40625 ·1.426542802 ·0.002232371 
19 18.5546875 333.984375 ·0.90378383 ·0.00132509 
20 19.53125 351.5625 ·0.295688488 ·0.000295859 
21 20.5078125 369.140625 0.340954465 0.000785475 
22 21.484375 386.71875 0.94669027 0.001797434 
23 22.4609375 404.296875 1.46495052 0.002678417 
24 23.4375 421.875 1.847335967 0.003327788 
25 24.4140625 439.453125 2.058136432 0.0036858 
26 25.390625 457.03125 2.077665697 0.003704983 
27 26.3671875 474.609375 1.904099965 0.003413434 
28 27.34375 492.1875 1.553648178 0.002808757 
29 28.3203125 509.765625 1.059038299 0.001958199 
30 29.296875 527.34375 0.466460917 0.000962476 
31 544.921875 ·0.168744401 ·0.000121102 
·0.787257151 ·0.001171651 ... 1 
. -Durren1}igQ~~~Discret; Current signa~nals Leo Jil I !Jr 
Figure 9.5: Continuous Signals Produced by Microsoft Simulation Worksheet 
The next figure is the remainder of the same sheet and depicts the quantised signals 
from those in the above figure. The clipping action of the high-gain channel can be 
seen in cells Jl1 through 117, and the channel switching has forced the output signal 
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Section 9 - Microsoft Excel Simulations 
Operational Amplifiers Parameters 
• Inherent offset voltage (2Q.! V for MSP407) 
• Offset temperature coefficient (lQ,lV/deg for MSP407) 
The responses depicted in the three examples below represent the output error ewer a 
dynamic range of 1000 to 1 measured from 28 points along a logarithmic scale. All 
system attributes were set to the optimal values described above, except where 
indicated. 
In the example below all parameters were set to their optimal values as descibed 













Cu rrent [A] 
1-- PF = 0.5 Lag --- PF=1 .... <- PF=0.5 Lead] 
Figure 9.7: Optimal System Simulated Results 
As may be seen the system does not exhibit results consistent with a class 2 mete~17l 
The error crosses the -2% level for all three values of power factor toward; the lower 
end of the scale. The sharp drop-off at lower currents is mostly attributed to the 
injected DC offset in the current signal and the inherent offset present in the 
operational amplifiers. This was confirmed by removing the offsets altogether and 
observing the result which did not cross the± 3% level and only crossed the± 2% 
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I--PF = 0.5 Lag ···.··PF=1 "w·· PF=0.5 Lead l 
Figure 9.8: Optimal System Simulated Results with a J O-bit ADC 
Surprisingly, the 1 ()'bit version did not exhilit considerably better results as expected. 
The drop-off towards the lower end of the scale is still substantial, however the 
middle to upper range results are slightly improved. The switching error is lessened 
and has also shifted between 2A and 4A. Thisis expected since the extra gain of 16 
constitutes just 4 bits shift out of 10 for each sample, as opposed to the 4 out of 8 for 
the first example. Thus the lowgain and high-gain samples for the 1 ()'bit ADC retain 
a closer hamming distance than the 8-bit version. Unfortunately, the 1 ().bit ADC 
system does not conform to IEC1036 specifications for a Class 2 meter, as the error 
still drops below the-2% level. Several attempts made to reduce the error to within 
class 2 limits, by increasing the sampling freqancy, increasing the secondary gain, 
and reducing the injected offset to just 5mV on the ADC input signals, all failed. 
The sampling frequency of 2048 Hz in the first example above corresponds to a 
Nyquist frequency of around 1kHz. IEC1036 specificationlt17] stipulate the system 
must include frequencies up to the Sh harmonic before any signal attenuation is 
introduced by the peripheral circuitry. Thus on a 50Hz system, all signals up to and 
including 250Hz must be included. Theoretically, a sampling fHplency with a 
Nyquist frequency just beyond this value should include the required harmonics, 













Section 9 - Microsoft Excel Simulations 
increased overall error. Thus the sampling frequency should be kept as high as 
possible, but with a trade-off between accuracy and processor overhead. Furthermore, 
the attenuation and phase shift introduced by the ant~aliasing filters must also be 
considered. With an absolute minimum sampling frequency of at least 500Hz required 
to include the 5th harmonic, no room exists for the anti-aliasing filter attenuation. 
Consequently it was decided that the minimum allowable sampling frequency should 
be at least 1kHz, thus leaving between 250Hz and 500Hz for the ant~aliasing cut-off 
frequency. 
In light of this, the system was tested using a 1024Hz sampling frequency on both the 













I---PF" 0.5 Lag ---PF"1 ..... : ... PF"0.5 Lead I 
Figure 9.9: Simulated Results using an 8-Bit ADC and a 1024Hz Sampling Frequency 
As may be seen the <top-off is increased substantially and the switching error to a 
1 esser extent. 
The results from using a 10-bit ADC with a reduced sampling frequency, presented as 
Figure 9.10, are just marginally worse than those depicted in Figure 9.8 (increased 
frequency). It was anticipated that this difference would be far more appreciable using 























I--PF = 0 .5 Lag ____ PF_1 .. ·,·,'··PF=O.5 Lead I 
Figure 9.10: Simulated Results using a 1 O-Bit ADC and a 1024Hz Sampling Frequency 
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Section 10- Testing Results 
frequencies could not be measured accurately enough with the available equipment. 
However, should EML pursue the OeM project further, the frequency generation will 
be formally tested using the appropriate equipment present at the company's premises. 
10.1.2 Sampled Signals 
The signals captured by the MeU were uploaded and displayed graphically in order to 
assess the extent of influences such as offsets, noise and phase errors. The figures 
below were created from actual (unedited) data uploaded from the MeU and depict 
















-500 ------- - ---- ---------
Sample Number 
1--Voltage Samples --- Current Samples 1 
Figure 10.1: Sampled signals using simulated inputs 
The signals presented in Figure 10.1 were measured using a simulated current of 
16.038Arms and a 240Vrms voltage with a unity power factor and no injected noise or 
offset. 
As may be seen, the sampled signals are purely sinusoidal and in phase, indicating 
that the anti-aliasing filters are closely matched. No indication of mirror frequencies 
due to aliasing exists, confirming the cut-off frequency of the anti-aliasing filters is 
sufficient. The current signal does not appear to contain any significant offset, 











Section 10 - Testing Results 
As a comparison, the below figure depicts a measurement taken at a slightly higher 


















1...- actual 1101 -+- actual cur I 
Figure 10.2: Sampled Signals without offset nulling 
As is easily seen, a considerable offset is present in the current signal. Several tests 
were performed over varying power factors before the offset nulling was inalded and 
the results of these were found to be highly erroneous. A-16.2% error was calculated 
for a current of 1.61A at unity power factor, and even worse errors were found for 
non-unity cases. 
Several tests were performed to determine the sources of ~ offset. The signal 
generator was directly connected to the oscilloscope and the observed output was 
observed to contain a small offset at low signal values. The oscilloscope itself also 
contains an inherent offset, measured using an independently testecDC signal (using 
the multi meter described above) . This was subtracted from the offset observed from 
the output of the signal generator. Over an average of 10 readings, it was concluded 
that the signal generator introduced a varying offset between 4CJ.tV and 200!lV for 
outputs between 0.8mVrms and 4mVrms. This corresponds to roughly 5% of the signal's 
RMS value. This offset is amplified by the two operational amplifiers and influences 
the sampled signals considerably as seen in Figure 10.2. Furthermore, the opmtional 

























Section 10 - Testing Results 
manufacturer stipulated offset of 200~ Y max constitutes just 1.05% of the maximum 
19m Y resolution of the 8-bit Motorola MCU ADC. To confirm this, a known DC 
signal, measured using the multimeter described above, was fed to the two amplifiers 
and the high-gain output measured to contain an offset of around 902~ Y, 
corresponding to 4.7% of the maximum resolution of the 8-bit MCU ADC. Thus for 
the example in Figure 10.1, the offset introduced by the operational amplifiers 
constitutes about 0.8% of the sampled signal amplitude. 
In light of this, it was decided to include the offset nulling circuitry described in 
Section 8.4 at the cost of an increased component count. The resulting outputs were 
found to be far more accurate, as shown in Section 10.1.3. 
10.1.3 Output Results 
The complete set of output errors obtained using simulated inputs is depicted below. 
....•... 
• .... :;::. ..... 
System Error Using Simulated Inputs 
.4 
. ... J(. 
... ··· .. f· ·· .. .- ~. .:'" :' .......  . " . 
10 
Current [A] 
-.• -- .+ 
..: .... 
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.j._ ...... _-- - ----j. 
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. • :.. : ill . ..... ..
• 
J;. .• _ 
1- -.- - Error (PF=1) - - .- - Error (PF = 0.5 Lag) - -~ - . Error (PF = 0.5 Lead) 1 
Figure 10.3: System output error using simulated inputs 
The current is presented on a logarithmic scale for convenience and the three curves 
have not been assumed to be continuous due to their distinct fluctuating nature and are 
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UNITY POWER FACTOR 
Point Recorded Summed PF= 1 
Value 
0 55038 
1 1.6 03012 
2 2.36 1 8 151218 
3.06 1.53 196609 1.27% 
4.02 2.01 255490 -0.17% 
4.7 2.35 302752 -1.53% 
5.48 2.74 344820 1315.2 
6.52 3.26 412509 1564.8 
8 7.22 3.61 461491 1732.8 
9 8.028 4.014 505111 1926.72 
10 16.038 8.019 1017517 
11 24.16 12.08 1542596 
12 32.04 16.02 2021302 
40.14 20.07 2509374 9492.599781 
47.2 23.6 2955915 11181. 79995 11328 
55.6 27.8 3521481 1332 .25453 13344 
16 63.8 31.9 4053190 15332.63296 15312 
17 72.96 36.48 4557705 17241.14041 17510.4 
18 80.26 40.13 5085085 19236.14286 19262.4 
Table 10.1 results simulated 
was 










Section 10 - Testing Results 
The system was calibrated at the 10th current point of 16.038A using the Excel 
iteration function called Goalseek, hence the zero output error for this point. 
It should be noted that the lowest current simulated of 0.836A cannot be accurately 
verified due to the low resolution of the testing equipment below 500~Vrms. 
The full set of results for the non-unity tests is presented in Table 10.2. 
LAGGING POWER Power Factor 0.477 
FACTOR 
Point Load Current Shunt Recorded Summed Recorded Actual Error (PF = Lag) 
[Arms] Voltage[mVrms] Value Power Power [W] 
0 0.826 0.413 25984 98.29372294 94.56048 -3.95% 
2 2.5 1.25 76138 288.0190685 286.2 -0.64% 
4 4.2 2.1 125871 476.1518319 480.816 0.97% 
6 5.66 2.83 169451 641.008684 647.9568 1.07% 
8 7.36 3.68 219705 831.1123152 842.5728 1.36% 
10 16.116 8.058 485654 1837.15901 1844.95968 0.42% 
12 30.6 15.3 928451 3512.196173 3503.088 -0.26% 
14 47.22 23.61 1421234 5376.323161 5405.7456 0.54% 
16 62.2 31.1 1884614 7129.222843 7120.656 -0.12% 
18 79.74 39.87 2405065 9098.013884 9128.6352 0.34% 
LEADING POWER Power Factor 0.543 
FACTOR 











rArmsl VoltagermVrmsl Value Power Power rWl 
0.84 0.42 27658 104.6262234 109.4688 . 4.42% 
2.358 1.179 78120 295.5166886 307.29456 
4.02 2.01 133924 506.615169 523.8864 
, 
5.58 2.79 183571 694.4226067 727.1856 
7.32 3.66 249368 943.3231643 953.9424 
16.33 8.165 570921 2159.711768 2128.1256 
32.32 16.16 1130171 4275.273828 4211.9424 
48.42 24.21 1737115 6571.255408 6310.0944 
65 .6 32.8 2297450 8690.921866 8548.992 
81.436 40.718 2860910 10822.40975 10612.73952 
Table 10.2: Output results for non-unity power factor using simulated inputs 
The recorded summed values for each test point were calculated as the average 
instantaneous power over ten fundamental cycles to provide real average power 
information. The oscilloscope's phase-difference calculation function is performed 
using data sampled from an 8-bit ADC and is thus only accurate to around 1.4°. 
In light of this, the two power factors of 0.477 Lagging and 0.543 Leading were 



























































Section 10 - Testing Results 
In conjunction to the output error comparison, a linearity analysis was also performed 
on the output data. This is displayed in the two graphs below. 
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Figure 10.5: Linearity comparison - Low gain channel 
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Figure 10.6: Linearity comparison - High gain channel 
Optimal linear trendlines calculated by Excel were added and the resulting equations 
are shown. The linearity of the two channels is clear, however the slopes of the three 
curves do not match exactly between the two gain channels, particularly for the non-
unity power factor cases. This confirms that the secondary gain was not exactly 16, 
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Section 10 Results 
a constant 
tests cannot reasons 
Cal. Factor 7.08394E-06 
Line VI l!tage 221.1 
rVnnsl 
[kWj 
1 0.l2 1 0.542740841 16797 0.11898902 0.84% 
2 0.23 1 1.040253279 33015 0.233876436 -1.69% 
3 0.37 1 1.673450927 53155 0.376547083 -1.77% 
4 0.47 1 2.125734962 67855 0.480681071 -2.27% 
5 0.72 1 3.256445047 102768 0.728002834 -1.11% 
6 0.95 1 4.296698327 134571 0.953293528 -0.35% 
7 1.055 1 4.771596563 150376 1.065255275 -0.97% 
8 1.165 1 5.269109 165480 1.172251176 -0.62% 
9 1.4 1 6.331976481 197630 1.4 0.00% 
10 1.625 1 7.349615559 227608 1.612362496 0.78% 
11 1.845 1 8.344640434 261233 1.850560138 -0.30% 
12 2.06 1 9.317051108 284778 2.017351617 2.07% 
13 2.275 1 10.28946178 317025 2.245787583 1.28% 
14 0.l8 0.44 1.850252868 25973 0.183991297 -2.22% 
15 0.21 0.83 1.144333099 31512 0.223229267 -6.30% 
16 0.23 0.63 1.651195681 31468 0.222917573 3.08% 
17 0.22 0.44 2.261420172 31483 0.223023832 -1.37% 
18 0.25 0.69 1.638710269 34483 0.244275667 2.29% 
19 0.42 0.59 3.219649058 57289 0.405832111 3.37% 
20 0.43 0.83 2.34315825 57386 0.406519253 5.46% 
21 0.43 0.66 2.946699012 58950 0.417598543 2.88% 
22 0.45 0.74 2.750375885 61366 0.434713353 3.40% 
Table 10.3: Results oeM test version with actual loads 















1 Section 10 - Testing Results 
In addition, the non-unity power factor results were considerably worse than those 
obtained using simulated input. Several possible reasons for this are discussed in 
Section 10.2.2. A graphical representation of the unity power factor results is 
displayed below. 















Figure 10.8: OCM test version output error for PF = 1 
The final OeM version was also tested for sevenlloads, though under unity power 
factor only. The corresponding results obtained are displayed below. 
Line Voltage 221.1 
[Vnns] 
Result Number Power [kW] Power Current Required Actual Frequency Error 
Factor [Anus] Frequency [Hz] 
[Hz] 
1 0.12 1 0.542740841 0.132 0.139887922 5.64% 
2 0.23 1 1.040253279 0.253 0.272264079 7.08% 
3 0.37 1 1.673450927 0.407 0.424201791 4.06% 
4 0.47 1 2.125734962 0.517 0.546749178 5.44% 
5 0.72 1 3.256445047 0.792 0.816803117 3.04% 
6 0.95 1 4.296698327 1.045 1.060622881 1.47% 
7 1.055 1 4.771596563 1.1605 1.181280803 1.76% 
8 1.165 1 5.269109 1.2815 1.297676294 1.25% 
9 1.4 1 6.331976481 1.54 1.54 0.00% 
10 1.625 1 7.349615559 1.7875 1.738098745 -2.84% 
11 1.845 1 8.344640434 2.0295 1.982516151 -2.37% 
12 2.06 1 9.317051108 2.266 2.232486778 -1.50% 
13 2.275 1 10.28946178 2.5025 2.456966341 -1.85% 


























is measurement error. 













Section 10 - Testing Results 
Aside from these issues, another major attribution to the increase in errors may lie in 
the poor quality of the line voltage. The tests were performed in the University's 
Machines Laboratory which is situated adjacent to a computer laboratory containing 
over sixty computers. As a result of their switched-mode power supplies, the line 
voltage in the Laboratory is often severely distorted, containing several harmonics and 
exhibiting severe clipping. An example of a particularly poor waveform was captured 








I _VOltage _Current I 
Figure 10.8: Captured Waveforms 
According to the Fluke 43, the line voltage exhibited a 4.8% Total Harmonic 
Distortion, 99.8% of which was at the fundamental frequency, though considerable 
3rd, 5th and i h harmonics were also observed. As may be seen in Figure 10.8, and was 
confirmed on the Fluke 43 scope, the voltage peaks are clipped and the waveform 
contains a slight offset. 
It should be noted, however, that the designed OCM system should inherently 
measure power correctly under these conditions, as described in Section 2 (16). 
Unfortunately, this cannot be confirmed due to the relatively poor results obtained 
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Section 12 - Main Conclusions 
12: 
1. nnUI.'r measurement 
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Annexure B - Finnware/Software 
The MCU finnware for both the final OCM solution and the test version are presented. Also included is the data 
Borland C software 
SOLUTION - NO TESTING PROCEDURES 
rn"l"'''''"P written and 
declarations 




Rom S tart 
ResetVector 
$Include 
0040 to BOOO 
BOOO FFFE rom 
declarations 







to 120 decimal 
,'-''-'I_lilla, 16 
"au,},,,,,,, per channel at 
of32 bit constant other 
power 
;------------------------------- DECLARE VARIABLES --------------------------------------------
ds 1 































ds I ;to indicate a timebase 
o is set on each lMt,o,.,.,,,,.,t 







,UU,ClUJ'''''' clock rate 
Timebase Module 
Clockl4 for ADC clock 
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·;1",t",,., .... 'r'p offset factor channel 
mov 




















service routine uses 
here for 
NOT conduct ~'V'AA.J.t.U" nf,'rn".,t service routine 
""",tr",~t offset while ADC is ('""uP'rcn 
now in accumulator a 
'U",U-",,"UH current value to x 
accumulator holds 
here then current is 
l'""""ptp from above 
in case it is ne,eai~at 
was 
;copy absolute result to 
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if carry bit clear i.e. if>= than pos crossover 
input(3) 
- no 
""'J:.-""UH Inst Power Calculation******************************** 





for ADC conversion ~{'\'mrllf'l"f' 
< 
result in "'""_bUU"',",,"'V' 














current value is in ace 
is 
value of current now in X:A 
;copy MS 
;a holds LS 
of current to 
of current 
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then will be 









adc with carry from 
sta 
Ida 











sbc <",I,"",,,.·t with carry from 
sta 
Ida 
sbc #0 carry from 
sta 
check Summation for 
bra 
this since a branch instruction is out of 
**************************** END OF SAMPLING LOOP ****************************** 
**************************** PULSE GENERATION ********************************** 
check if summed is 
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the minimum threshold timer 
;note sinee sum is MS bit ofMS 
be SET and need to subtract from threshold value 
tner"eIOre MS bit of MS of threshold must be SET 
of 24 bits the minimum threshold is 
;set to FF 00 00 / 2 -8 355 840 
;reset these - from scratch 




























rti ; return 
reset vector. 
org ResetVector 
dw ; Time Base Vector ISR used for Final Version 
dw ; ADC Conversion 
dw Vector 
dw ; SCI Transmit Vector 
dw ; SCI Receive Vector 
dw ; SCI Error Vector 
dw ; SPI Transmit Vector 
dw ; SPI Receive Vector 
dw ; TIM2 Overflow Vector 
dw ; TIM2 Channel I Vector 
dw ; TIM2 Channel 0 Vector 
dw ; TIM 1 Overflow Vector 
dw ; TIMl Channell Vector 
dw ; TIM 1 Channel 0 Vector 
dw ; PLL Vector 
dw 1 Vector 
dw ; SWI Vector 
dw ; Reset Vector 
******************************* END OF ******************************* 
******************************PERIPHERAL MODULES********************************** 




*****************************INTERNAL PLL BUS CLOCK GENERA TOR*********************** 
gerlenltes a 4.9152MHz bus clock from external 32768Hz 
for 4.9152MHz external do not call 
the clock PLL """U'''-''. ensure that the PLL first off -
Once PLL ensure that it is not the CPU bus 
set the and VCO power of two 
mov #%0000001 
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YPon"t.py" tell the PLL what factor 
This factor is determined a look up chart in the 
;set up the PLL - for 4.1943MHz 
8.388MHz not used 
;set VCO ofPLL for 4.1 943 MHz rm"Y<lt,"n 
8.388MHz not used 
turn it on 
PLL stabilise 
PLL as Bus Clock source 
;retum 









;set bits: for of 2048 HZ 
timebase 
;set TBIE i.e. enable timebase 






bit 3 of TB control 
but in main 
**********************END OF 
TEST SOLUTION ASSEMBLER CODE 
; Filename: 
; Include Files: 
subroutines 
LCD subroutines for various 
All test routines included in this module 
LCD 
serial communications 
; all as routines and must be removed 
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, for the fmal solution, 
; included this test version, All BC program. 








0040 to BOOO 




number of at 
$63 ;co:rre5;polnds to ascii 'c' for continue from host PC 
PTA A reserved for nibble of8 bit LCD data 



















Zero ds 1 
ds 
ds 1 
5 thousands and ten thousands 
bit 0 set on each ntp,.,.,,,,,t 



























;use a byte as a type of register for LCD display 
;variable for multiple use 
;xhigh byte variable 
;xlow byte variable 
;yhigh byte variable 
;ylow byte variable 
;zhigh byte for 16 bit arithmetic answer 
;zlow byte for 16 bit arithmetic answer 
Annexure B - Firmware/Software Listing 
Sample_Array ds 328 ;maximum RAM allowable for testing samples 
;use 16-bit words for each sample - thus 40 samples per channel 
; 160 bytes array. e.g. to address the third element (byte) 
; Ida samplearray+ 3 ; loads into accumulator. 
org RomStart 






jsr init clk 
jsr init sci 






;set port A as output 
;set port B as output 
;set port C as input 
;set port C pin 4 as output 
;disable COP reset 
;initialise clock rate 
;initialiase serial port 
;initialise Timebase Module 
;Bus Clock/4 for ADC clock register (=approx 2 MegHz) 
;mask RXD interrupts for now 
clr Voltage_Sign]lag 
clr Current_Sign]lag 
clr Summed Pwr LS 
clr Summed Pwr NSL 
clr Summed Pwr NSM 




mov #Sample_Array,Sample_Pointer_LS ; point to an element in this array 
mov #TOT _ NUM _ SAMPLES,Sample _ Num 























;allow LCD module to settle 
;initialise LCD module 
;display init message on LCD 
;wait for serial input before proceeding 
;Clear LCD before continuing 



































for conversion bit to be set 
~()rlvp.r<:l(," ""'''"IJ''''''. store value in variable 
here for to be MAKE A NOTE OF WHY 
AND NOT IN THE INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE NBNBNB 
;to TB has occured 
now in a accumulator 
;copy current value to x ",,,,,...,',Y"",,' 
if current set to 
here then current is 
from above 
in case it is ""'O",,,,,! ... 
still in av',Yil.U","V. 
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bcc if carry bit clear pos crossover use 
use num-!!a!tn - no 
*************************** Inst Power Calculation *********************************** 














bit & absolute value absolute values for each will be 
;save current value for now 
h:x to next available space in array 
;store absolute value of 8-bit 
of current since 
;store absolute value of 8-bit current 
this out for final solution 
then will be """"t,·"",1 






***************************** Low-Gain Inst Power ******************************** 
Idx #SECONDARY 
mul 
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LS of current 
MS of current 























;save current value for now 
h:x to next available space in array 
;store absolute value of 8-bit next 
IV''''.'''''''''' of current - since 
;store LS of current 
;copy MS of current to 
;a holds LS of current 
;now need to add the two 
th"rptnrp a must be added with 
is NS ofInst 
then will be "n'on,,,," 



















































;note at a later 
nop 
Annexure B-
to be subtracted 
<",I--,tr,>,,,t with earry from 
,V1,Wl\.,1l if not finished "=:'11..11111)<; 
check Summation for 
;no bra,nclhmg 
the timebase module 
is 
is 
need to here 
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;for now - just samples 















number of to be transmitted 
the are transmitted via the serial 
are first decoded and sent up to five 
ldhx 
, .... \.""V",, ''';UHf'''_'' and send out serial 
mov ;next current 
dbnz YH,outloop 
end of samples' transmission 
;now need to send summed value - small have 32 bits to but 
; 16 - bit decode function 
the math in C and for now only send the ASCII format of the HEX numbers 












30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
nibble 















Ida "y"un' .... " 
and #$FO 


















30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
nibble 
end of summed value's transmission 


















































- used for LCD in it. and reset command 
,etc for button on PTB 3 
forRXD and correct byte received 
loaded 
;check received 
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* LJ'JlY,un * 
* * 
************************************************************** 




















, Time Base Vector 
, ADC Conversion 
Vector 
; SCI Transmit Vector 
; SCI Receive Vector 
; SCI Error Vector 
, SPI Transmit Vector 
; SPI Receive Vector 
; TIM2 Overflow Vector 
; TIM2 Channel 1 Vector 
; TIM2 Channel 0 Vector 
; TIM I Overflow Vector 
; TIMl Channell Vector 
; TIM I Channel 0 Vector 
; PLL Vector 
1 Vector 
; SWI Vector 
dw ; Reset Vector 
OF 
Annexure B Firmware/Software 
******************************PERIPHERAL MODULES*****************************"''''''''''***** 
To be included under ROM 
Includes: 
(I) BUS clock via PLL 
Serial & Subroutines -
- wrSClstr 
- initialise SCI 
- send a 
service routine 




*********************************TlME BASE VECTOR************************************* 
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baud rate 9600 
none 
bit 
8 bit mode 
null modem no handshake 








;use internal clock to baud rate 
is 
is 
read bit is the read 
thus ~CU waits until the transmitter to send data. 







;move data into data 
writes a out the serial 
address of the is to be in H:X 
of is the first character in 
returns: 
uses: 

















to first character 
;current character = REG ; increment 
for all characters 
sends a decoded word out the serial 








30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 





to the LCD 
all other RXD , ... t.>,.,., ..... ~ 
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the data from the serial 
rti 
*******************************END OF PERlPHERALS.INC******************************** 
***********************HEADER FILE FOR 8 BIT 2 LINES 5X7 MATRIX LCD DISPLA y*********** 
; To be included with header file 'UL'<"V'''''',''. 




;**************************** LCD SUB-ROUTINES FOR OCM******************************* 
; Filename: 
routines were written for data and have since become obsolete. These are not included. 










Zl:ZO 16 bit word to decode 
to 4) Le. five 
XH 
:decodes Zl :ZO to bcd---------------------------------
,U"'vVU"" XH:XL bcd. 
;tens 
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to make 16 bit word 2's '-'''''''P''''''''''' 
; I 's cornplement both 
for 2's '"'v,,,>',,''',,,''',, 
to acc to add with carry 
carry result to 2's '-'''''UP"'-'"'''''''' 
back 
back for decode 
before the value to indicate Ie>",,,,,,,::: 
wr.rl.'"no with 8 bit code 
to bitl ifbitO in elr 
set, iner units 
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bitl2: brclr 4,Zl,bitI3 
Ida decode var+-3 
add #4 
sta decode var+-3 
Ida decode var+-2 
add #0 
sta decode var+2 
Ida decode var+ I 
add #9 
sta decode var+-I 
Ida decode var 
add #6 
sta decode var 
bitl3: brclr 5,ZI,bitI4 
Ida decode var+-3 
add #8 
sta decode var+ 3 
Ida decode var+-2 
add #1 
sta decode var+-2 
Ida decode var+-I 
add #9 
sta decode var+ I 
Ida decode var 
add #2 
sta decode var 
bitl4: brclr 6,ZI,bitl5 
Ida decode var+-4 
add #1 
sta decode var+-4 
Ida decode var+-3 
add #6 
sta decode var+ 3 
Ida decode var+-2 
add #3 
sta decode var+-2 
Ida decode var+-I 
add #8 
sta decode var+-I 
Ida decode var 
add #4 
sta decode var 
bit15: brclr 7,Z I ,rollover 
Ida decode var+4 
add #3 
sta decode var+4 
Ida decode var+-3 
add #2 
sta decode var+-3 
Ida decode var+-2 
add #7 
sta decode var+-2 
Ida decode var+-I 
add #6 
sta decode var+-I 
Ida decode var 
add #8 
sta decode var 
rollover: 
Isd clra 
Annexure B - Finnware/Software Listing 
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a 16 bit word after decoded above 
number to convert it to ASCII 
wrLCDdata 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
wrLCDdata 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
wrLCDdata 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 
wrLCDdata 
30hex to the number to convert it to ASCII 













; subroutine wrLCDdata 
; write a data word to the LCD 







, select send Data 





the Enable line 
; subroutine wrLCDstr 
a text 




at current cursor 
is to be in H:X 
is the first character in 
to first character 
moy 
wrLCDdata 
current character to LCD 
dbnza ;contulUe for all characters 
Its 
; subroutine wrLCDcom 








and rO must be 
; select send Command 
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the Enable line 
on the LCD enable line. 
the Enable line 










; LCD Select line 
; Read / Write line 
; Enable line 
; Function Set 2 lines 5x7 fonts 
wrLCDcom 
ON with curser 
; increment cursor to 
; clear home cursor 
wrLCDcom 
; subroutine resetLCD reset the LCD 







; LCD Select line 
; Read / Write line 
; Enable line 
; FUNCTION SET 
wrLCDcom 
no 
270f34 Annexure B 




















; set ENTRY MODE 
wrLCDcom ; increment cursor, do not shift 
rts ;ret 
***************************END OF 









#define 34 IIASCII for "" 
II#define CR 10 return 
II#define LF 13 feed 
Comms 
Annexure B Finnware/Software 
Solution" 
I/#define PORTI Ox2F8 1* Port Address Goes Here COM2 for now */ 
1* Defines Serial Ports Base Address */ 
1* COMI Ox3F8 */ 
1* COM2 0x2F8 *1 
1* COM3 Ox3E8 *1 
1* COM4 Ox2E8 */ 





for file status 
Ilfor the 
COMI for now *1 
*1 
, lito save 


















} while (c & 
void 
{ 
found for COM%d \nil 
COM%d is %Xh\n" 
//user selectable comm 
select another => 
II Service Routine 
+ 
); 
bufferin 0; IIlk 
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Iiset comm address 
for PORTI 
buffer 



















Vector for later recovery 
/* Set Vector *1 
/* COM! - OxOC */ 
/* COM2 - OxOB *1 
1* COM3 - OxOC *1 
1* COM4 - OxOB *1 







/* SET DLAB ON */ 
/* Set Baud rate 
/* Default Ox03 
/* OxOI 11 
Divisor Latch Low Byte */ 
BPS */ 
BPS */ 
/* Ox02 BPS */ 
1* Ox06 BPS */ 
1* OxOC BPS */ 
1* OxI8 BPS */ 
1* Ox30 BPS *1 
1* Set Baud rate - Divisor Latch *1 
1* 8 No 1 Bit */ 
1* FIFO Control A'-"J~l.:H'" 
1* Tum on 
innr"'fhl'lIv'JI) & /* Set l:'rogramnlable 
1* 
file?? 





- OxEF *1 
- OxF7 */ 
- OxEF */ 
- OxF7 */ 
ntprMllClt when data received *1 
returns a 1 else 0 


















else return 1; 













int i = 0; 
do 
lliffile 
Annexure B - Firmware/Softvvare 
ch 
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to continue or esc to exit 
1* Turn off Portl *1 
I) I 1* MASK PIC */ 
1* COM! OxlO */ 
1* COM2 Ox08 */ 
1* COM3 OxlO *1 
1* COM4 Ox08 *1 
1* Restore old 
IlRestore old 
for S"rl1nl",,,\,n" 
if != h"j,-t-arm 
{ 
1* Here a series of 16 bit words is collected. Each word received as 
5 
These are concatenated into 
each If of 
each 5 a newline is also All this done to conform 
to the csv format After the number of received or 
untill the ASCII code is the file is closed. 
*1 
ch 
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bufferout 0; Ilif a 





Ilif summed value is 
IIf'I'\m:nlpmPnf nibbles 
Iladd 1 for two's '"'V''',H'''''''''' convension 
+ ]*167772 
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i*NOTE - check to see if there 
Ilconvert to 







1* Restore old 
IlRestore old 
PIC *1 
- OxlO *1 
- Ox08 *1 
- OxlO *1 
Ox08 *1 
a character to receive and if their is remove it from the UART and it a buffer 
contained in memory. on chc~ckmg the so all data available at the time of 
.nt""""nt is retireved. The instruction Controller that the 
has finished. *1 














University of Cape Town
o Users Manual 
Fluke 43 
Users Alallual 
Pollution 2 in accordance with: 
EN 61010.1 (1 010-1) 
ANSI/ISA S82.01 1994 
• CAN/CSA-C22.2 No.1 0 10. -92 
UL3111-1 




With Shielded Banana-Io-BNC 
o to 400 kHz 







1 and 2 








.. 600 V rms 
..... 300 V rms 
105 V rms 
600 V IIlIS 
University of Cape Town
For all 






400 \0 70.0 Hz 
Power 
Watt, VA, VAR ranges 
when selected: lolal 
prifir::llinn", musl be added. 
wilh a fundamental belween 40 and 70 Hz. 
DC 10 15 kHz 
rms (AC+UC). A rms Hz 
5.000 V 10 500.0 V. 1250 V 
% + 10 
50.00 A to 500.0 kA. 1250 kA 
%+ 0 
0.0 Hz to 15.0 kHz 
when selected: fundamenlal 
DPF ......................... .. 
0.0010 0.25 
0.2510 0.90 ....................................................................................... ± 0.04 
PF 
0.90 to 1.00 
range 
40.0 to 70.0 Hz 
Harmonics 
± 0.03 
0.00 to 1.00 
± 0.04 
10.0 Hz 10 15.0 kHz 
Number of harmonics ...................................................... DC .. 21, DC .. 51 
Wall 
I Cursor 
% + 2 
"/0 + 3 
5 "/0 + 5 
. % + 10 
31" ±(10 % + 10 
51" % + 5 
olfundamenlal. .............................................................. ± 0.25 Hz 
Characteristics 
lor measurements on 600 V rms 
double or reinforced Insulation 
" IEC 1010-1 
" ANSI/ISA S82 




Current range ........................................................................ 1 A 10 500 Arms 
AC current ovef range limit. ............................................................. 700 Arms 
Maximum 10 minutes. lollowed bv removallrom current 
conductor lor 30 minutes. 
1mV AC/A AC 
5t010Hz 
1 to 500 A dB 
10 \0 20 Hz 
1 \0 300 A .......................................................................................... ± 5 0/" 
300 to 400 A .................................................................................... ± 15 0/" 
400 10 500 A .................................................................................... ± 25 "10 
201045 Hz 
1 to 500 A 5% 
451065 Hz 
1 1020 A............................................................... "/,, 01 + 0.3 A 
20 \0100 A ........................................................................ ±5 "/" or 
3° shill 
1 00 to 500 A ...................................................................... ±2 "/,, of 
± 5" phase shill 
.65 Hz 103kHz 




on accuracy <0.15 % per 10 "C 
................................................................. 2.0 km 
While stored..................... ..................................... ..... ....... 2 km 
5% 
University of Cape Town
Horizontal 
Time base modes 
1 Mn 1112 (± 2 
1 Mnll10 of (± 2 
Roll 
In Normal ................................................................................. 5 s 10 20 nsldiv 
In Sinale shol. ............................................................................ 5 s 10 1 
In Roll mode s 10 1 sldiv 
Time base error ..................................................................... < % + 1 
Maximum rate 
10 ms 10 60 s 











5.0 mVldiv to 500 Vldiv 
%+2 
DC 10 20 MHz 
Hz 
to 15 kHz 
Fluke 43 
Users Manual 
The accuracy 01 all scope Is valid Irom 18 ·C to 28 DC with relative 
up 10 90 "/" lor a 01 one year after calibration. Add 0.1 x 
lor each DC below 18 DC or above 28 cC. More than one 
musl be visible on the screen. 
v ADC 
V AC and V AC+DC 
DC 10 60 
A AC and A AC+DC 
DC to 60 
Phase 1 to 
2 
2) 
"/" + 5 
"/ .. + 10 








"/ .. + 2 
1 Hz to 400 Hz ............................................................................................ ±2° 
Peak 
Peak max, Peak min 
Crest 
5 0/" of lull scale 
o "/" 01 lull scale 
1.010 10.0 
University of Cape Town
Fluke 43 
Users Manual 









to 6 V DC 
nn",rolinn Time .................................................................................... 4 hours 
Refresh 
4 hours with Fluke 43 olf 
12 hours with Fluke 43 on 
8 to 14 hours 
Number of screen memories ............................................................................ 10 
Number 01 transient memories ltemoorarv\ ..................................................... 40 
Mechanical 
Interface 
Serial via PM90aO 
Parallel via PAC91 
To PC 
x 115 x 50 mm 
and load seUinas and data 
tables. 
Disturbance with test leads TL24 or Current 





Disturbance with test leads TL24 In scope mode 
.. V AC+DC 
DIsturbance less then 1 'Y. 
of full scale 
10 kHz 27 MHz 
Disturbance less than 10 % of 
full scale 
10 kHz· 27 MHz 
Frequency: 27 MHz - 200 MHz 
Frequency: 200 MHz· 1 GHz 
Table 2 
E 3 VIm 
2 Vldlv 500 Vldlv 
500 mVldlv 500 Vldlv 
(-) 
Table 3 




with the addition of the 
801-500s 
E 10 Vim 
10 Vldlv - 500 V/dill 
2 Vldlv • 500 Vldlv 
5 mVldlv • 500 Vldiv 




not In Tables 2 and 3 may have a disturbance of more than 
















OCto 20 kHz: 
20 kHz to 1 00 kHz: 
100 kHz to 1 MHz: 
1 MHz to 15 MHz: 
Tolal Harmonic Distortion 




40 MSa sec 







100 -2.S MHz 
100 200 kHz 
1011Hz or 10 
<2 ppm/'C 





< ·65 dBc 
< -65 dBc ... 6 dB/octave 
I 






20% to 80''/,. 






Flatness (sine wave relative 
<100kHz: ± 1% 
100 kHz to 1 MHz: ± 1 
1 Mz to 15 MHz: ±2% :<!: 3Vrms 
1 Mz to 15 MHz: ± <3Vrms 
::5 ac+dc 
± 2% 01 setting ... 2 mV 
Output 50 ohms fixed 
Resolution: 3 digits, Amplitude and Offset 
Units: Vrms,dBm 
Isolation: 42 maximum to earth 
Protection: 
and offset spE~cificaj~on 
of 1S'C to range 
100 mVpp - 20 Vpp amplitude Into open-circuit load. 
(3) Offset s; 2 X peak-la-peak ampiltude. 







































Imerna: wavefo:m oius Arb 
ml..t! to 20 kHz ( ::: 0.C5% to 
2.5 kHz. !her de:::reases 
to::: 0.4% l!ppe~ 
C% t::=· ~2~'1c 
Imema! ; ::Xle:':1a! 
H1teme! waveiorrn PIUS Ar::: 
mH: 1 kHz (::: O.C5"!" t::: 
50a H::. t;'1en oe::rsases iinea:1\' 
to:::o.e% 
1C mHz to 
Imama' 
5lvi'-!z max. 
1 :0 50,000 or Infinite 
-360' te 
10 m:-lz to 50 kHz ::1% 
Intema: or :::lctemaJ Gate (1) 
~1ema1, or Intema' Rate 
10mHz 15 MHz (±0.C5%to 
600 Hz. then de::rease!" Iinearlv 
10:::4% Umi!} . 
10 mHz Ie kHz 
Internal I EA1emai (1 MH= max.) 
Linear or 
Down 
mHz to 5 MHz 
to 500 sec ±O.l% 
Extemal, or Internal 
100% Modulation 
Resistance 













2,048 points 1.5 sec 11 13 sec 










when External Gate is selected. 
Time to change parameter and output the new signal. 
(3) Modulation or sweep off. 
(4) Times for 
(5) For 4800 baud 
For 2400 baud, 
and 12-digit numbers. 
the download limes 
the download times 
numbers. For 12-djgit numbers. 

















0.1 V, 1 V, 10 V ranges 
1 00 V, 1000 V ranges 











ContlnuCIus!y Itttegratlng, multi-slope III 
AID convener. 
0.0002% 01 + 0.0001 % 01 range 
Selectable 10 MO or > lOGO 
10MO:!:1% 
< 30 pA at 2S·C 
Selectable 4-wire or 2-wite ohms. 
Current source referenced to LO Input. 
10% at per lead for 100 Q, 1 kQ 
1 per lead on all other ranges. 
Von all ranges 
0.1 0 for lA, :.lA. 5 0 fOri 0 mAo 100 mA 
accessible 3A. 250 V fuse 
250 V fuse 
Con1lnuity I Diode Test 
Response Trne: 
'.!l""H HI'''' Threshold: 
san~ples/sl!c wflh audible lane 




R"f'>r~n ... HI-Input LO 
Input 10 Reference 
Measufemen1l11olse Rejection 
&0 Hz 50 Hz I (5) 
DC 
11'lf.' .... "tl"" TIm. 
/1.675 
10 PLC /167 ms 
1 PlC /16.7 m5 
<1 PlC/3 ms 
Input HI-LO / Relerence HI-LO 
100 mV to 1 000 V ranges 
100 mV to 10 v ranges 1""tnr~lnn.'111 
Reterence LO to Input LO voltage < 2 V 
Relerence Hila Input LO vollage < 12 V 
140 dB 
lIIormal Madll Relectlon [ 61 
70 dB [ 
60 dB [ 
SO dB 
OdB 
TeDon is a registered trademark of H duPcnt deNemours and Co. 
Function 




ASCII readings to RS-232 
ASCII to HP-1B 
Max. Rate 
Max. Eldernal Rall~ 10 Memory 





0% of range 
0% of range 
0.001% 
0.001% of range 









Readirlg senftng Urnes are affected 
dielectric characteristics, and input 
source impedance, cable 
changes. 
MlIlIlulemen1 Cansideratlons 
H P recommends the use of or other hiotl-imoed;mc e 
low-dielectric abslllption wife insulallon for Ihese measurements. 
Speci!lc:atlons are lor I-hour warm-up at 
to caIIbratlon standards. 
20% overrange on all 
Specil1catlons are lor ohms or 2-wire 
ohms using Math Null. Wrthout Math Null add 0.2 0 
additional error in 2-wire ohms func!lon. 
For 1 kQ unbalance in LO lead. 
For power-line frequency :!: OJ %. 
For power-Une :!: 1 %. use 40 dB. 
For:!: 3%, use dB. 
speeds for 60 Hz and ( 50 Hz) operallon, 
Autozero Off. 
[9] Speeds are for Delay 0, Autozero OFF. 
and OFf. measurement and data 
Iranster oller HP-IB. 
Add 20 IN lor de volts, for de current. or 



















100.0000 MO MO 
DC Current 10.00000 mA < 0.1 V 
100.0000mA < O.SV 
1.000000 A <lV 
3.000000 A < 2V 
Continuity 1000.0 .Q 1 mA 
Diode Test 1.0000 V 1 mA 
DC:DC Ratio 100mV 
to 
1000 V 
Transfer Accuracy Itypical) 
12 
0.0030 + 0.0030 0.008 + 0.004 0.010 + 0.004 
0.0020 0.0005 0.008 + 0.001 0.010 + 0.001 
0.0020 0.0005 0.008 + 0.001 0.010 + 0.001 
0.0020 + 0.0005 0.008 + 0.001 0.010 + 0.001 
0.002 + 0.001 0.008 + 0.001 0.010 + 0.001 
0.Q15 + 0.001 0.020 + 0.001 0.040 + 0.001 
0.300 + 0.010 0.800 + 0.010 0.800 + 0.010 
0.030 + 0.020 0.050 + 0.020 
0.030 + 0.005 0.050 + 0.005 
0.080 + 0.010 0.1 00 + 0.010 
0.120 + 0.020 0.120 + 0.020 
0.008 + 0.020 
0.008 + 0.020 
( Input Accuracy l + ( Reference Accuracy l 
Input Accuracy = accuracy lor the HI·LO 
Reference Accuracy accuracy specification for the 
CDnllitlons: 
Within 10 minutes and ± O.S·C. 
Within ± 1 0% ollnitlal value. 
Following a 2·hour warm·up. 
Fixed between 10% and 100% 01 full scale. 
Using dig~ slow resolution ( 100 PLC ). 
Measurements are made using accepted metrology practices. 
o.oOOS 0.0005 
0.0006 + 0.0001 
0.0006 + 0.0001 
0.0006 + 0.0001 
0.0010 + 0.0002 
0.0030 + 0.0004 
0.1500 + 0.0002 
0.002 + 0.0020 
0.002 + 0.0005 
0.005 + 0.0010 
0.005 + 0.0020 
0.001 + 0.002 











Measurement Hoise Rejection 
















AC-coupled True AMS - measures the 
ac component of the input with up 10 
400 Vdc of bias on range. 
Maximum 5:1 at 
3 Hz -300 kHz 
20 Hz 300 kHz 
200 Hz 300 kHz 
1 Me ± 2%, In parallel with 100 pF 
750 V rms all ranges 
to the fuse and shunt. 
""·"UUIJI"" True RMS measurement 
measures the ac component only ). 
e lor 1 A and 3 A ranges 
1 A range: < 1 V rms 
3 A range: < 2 Vrms 
accessible JA, 250 V fuse 
250 Vluse 
:> 300 V rms (or:> 1 A rms) will cause ~"" . .n,,","nn 
"inni:,I..rnnriiilinclinn components. These errors are the 
instrument specifications. Internal temperature changes due 10 
self·healing cause additional error on lower ac '/Onage ranges. 
The error wUI be less than 0.02% of reading and will 
generally dissipate within a few minutes. 
$Vltem Speeds 11] , [ 12 J 
Func!lon or Range 
Autorange 11me 
ASCII readings to AS-232 
ASCII readings to HP-IB 
M~ Rme 








M~ External Rate to HP-IB or RS·232 
[ 1 I are lor 1-l1our warm· up at 
ac finer, sinewave 













20% overrange on all ranges, except 750 Vac, 3 A range. 
Specifications are lor sinewave input :> 5% of range. 
For trom 1 % 10 5% of range and <50 kHz, 
add of range additional error. For 50 kHz to 100 kHz, 
add 0.13% 
750 Vat to 100 kHz or Volt·Hz. 
of reading error m 1 MHz. 
freqUencies below 100 Hz. slow AC filler specified 
for sinewave 






















. 750.000 V 
1.000000 A 
3.00000 A 
3 Hz- 5 Hz 
5Hz-10Hz 
10 Hz - 20 kHz 
20 kHz 50 kHz 
50 kHz -100 kHz 
100 kHz 300 kHz (6) 
3Hz-5Hz 
5HZ-10Hz 
10 Hz - 20 kHz 
20 kHz - 50 kHz 
50 kHz -100 kHz 




3 Hz 5 Hz 
5Hz 10Hz 
10 Hz- 5 kHz 
Additional low Errors (%. of leading I 
AC Filter 
Slow Medium fait 
10 Hz 20 Hz 0 0.74 
20Hz-40HZ 0 0.22 
- 100 Hz 0 0.06 0.73 
Hz - 200 Hz 0 0.01 0.22 
Hz-I kHz 0 0 0.18 
> 1 kHz 0 0 0 
Sinewave Transfer Accuraq 
Error %. of range ) 
10 Hz - kHz 
50 kHz - 300 kHz 0.005% 
14 
1.00 + 0.03 
0.35 + 0.03 
0.04 + 0.03 
0.10 + 0.05 
0.55 + 0.08 
4.00 + 0.50 
1.00 + 0.02 
0.35 + 0.02 
0.04 + 0.02 
0.10 + 0.04 
0.55 + 0.08 
4.00 + 0.50 
1.00 + 0.04 
0.30 + 0.04 
0.10 + 0.04 
1.10 + 0.06 
0.35 + 0.06 
0.15 + 0.06 
1.00 + 0.03 
0.35 + 0.03 
0.05 + 0.03 
0.11 + 0.05 
0.60 + 0.08 
4.00 + 0.50 
1.10 + 0.06 
0.35 + 0.06 
0.15 + 0.06 
:t (% ohearnng + % ofrange) [ 1] 
23·C:t S·C O"C - 1a·c 
2I"C-5S·C 
1.00 + 0.04 0.100 + 0.004 
0.35 + 0.04 0.035 + 0.004 
0.06 + 0.04 0.005 + 0.004 
0.12 + 0.05 0.011 + 0.005 
0.60 + 0.08 0.060 + 0.008 
4.00 + 0.50 0.20 + 0.02 
1.00 + 0.03 0.100 + 0.003 
0.35 + 0.03 0.035 + 0.003 
0.06 + 0.03 0.005 + 0.003 
0.12 + 0.05 0.011 + 0.005 
0.60 + 0.08 0.060 + 0.008 
4.00 + 0.50 0.20 + 0.02 
1.00 + 0.04 0.100 + 0.006 
0.30 0.04 0.035 + 0.006 
0.10 + 0.04 0.015 + 0.006 
1.10 + 0.06 0.100 + 0.006 
0.35 + 0.06 0.035 + 0.006 
0.15 + 0.06 0.015 + 0.006 
Additional Crist hc:tor Enors (non-slnewave I [7 J 




4 5 0.40% 
Conditionr. 
Sinewave 
Within 10 and :t 0.5OC. 
Within :t 1 0% of initial vo~age and :t 1 % of initial frequency. 
FoUowing a 2-hour warm-up. 
Fixed between 10% and 100% of full scale ( and < 120 V ). 
resolution. 










Chapter 1 Specifications 
Frequeacy and Period Cbaracterlstlcs 
Measuring Characteristics 






AC-coupled input using the 
ac voltage measurement function. 
100 mV rms full scale to 7S0 V rms. 
Auto or manual ranging. 
10 rns, lOOms. or 1 sec 
Errors wiD occur when attempting to measure the frequency or period 
of an input following a dc offset voltage change. The input blocking 
RC time constant must be allowed to fully seWe ( up to 1 sec) before 
the most accurate measurements are possible. 
Measuremen1 Considerations 
All frequency counters are susceptible to error when measuring low-
voltage, low-frequency signals. Shielding inputs from external noIse 
pickup is critlcal for minimizing measurement errors. 





Period sl-2 9.S 
4l-2 SO 





. 141sec I, 
ASCII readings to RS-232 
ASCII readings to HP-IB 
Max. Internal Trigger Rate 
Max. External Trigger Rate to Memory 







[ 1] Specifications are for 1-hour warm-up at sl-2 digits. 
[2] Relative to calibration standards. 
[3] 20% overrange on all ranges, except 7S0 Vac range. 
(4] Input> 100 mV. 
For 10 mV input, multiply % of reading error xl O. 
[S) Speeds are for 4l-2 digits, Delay 0, Display OFF, and 
Fast AC filter. . 
• Frequency and Period Characteristics 
Accuracy Specifications ± ('l(, of reading) [ 1 ) 
Func1lan Range (3) Frequency 
Frequency, 100mV 3Hz-SHz 
Period (4) to SHz-l0Hz 
750 V 10 Hz - 40 Hz 
40 Hz - 300 kHz 




10 Hz - 40 Hz 
40 Hz-l00 Hz 
100 Hz- 300 Hz 
300 Hz -1 kHz 
> 1 kHz 
Trans'er Accuracy (typical) 







































Within 10 minutes and ± O.soC. 
Within ± 10% of initial value. 
Following a 2-hour warm-up. 
1 Year 














Using sl-2 digtt slow resolution ( 1 second gate time ). 
Measurements are made using accepted melrology practices. 
1 
